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PROGRAMME OUTLINE
Wednesday December 19th – Day 1
*Note: IAS – Lo Ka Chung Building; LSK – Lee Shau Kee Business Building.
Time
Details

Venue

8:00 – 8:40

Registration and Reception

LSK G012

8:40 – 9:00

Welcome and Opening Speech
Prof. Kellee Tsai & Prof. Xiaogang Wu

LSK G012

9:00 – 10:30

Plenary Session I: Keynote Address
Keynote Speakers:
Prof. Nan Lin (Guest of Honour)
Prof. James Lee
Chair: Prof. Xiaogang Wu

LSK G012

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break and Group Photo Taking

11:00 – 12:30

Parallel Sessions
1.1 The Rise of Urban China and Urban Governance
1.2 National Identity and Political Ideology
1.3 Health Inequality
1.4 Family and Domestic Labour
1.5 Status Attainment and Job Mobility

IAS 1038
IAS 2042
IAS 4042
IAS 5007
IAS 3/F Open Area

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

IAS 1/F Open Area

13:30 – 15:00

Parallel Sessions
2.1 Institutional Transformation and Social Change
2.2 Gender Norms and Attitudes I
2.3 Migrant Workers and Labour Rights
2.4 Medical Sociology and Public Health
2.5 Parenting and Child Outcomes

IAS 1038
IAS 2042
IAS 4042
IAS 5007
IAS 3/F Open Area

15:00 – 15:15

Coffee Break

IAS 1/F Open Area

15:15 – 16:45

Parallel Sessions
3.1 Education and Elite Formation
3.2 Returns to College Education
3.3 Marriage and Assortative Mating
3.4 Migration and People’s Well-being
3.5 Internet Technology and Society

IAS 1038
IAS 2042
IAS 4042
IAS 5007
IAS 3/F Open Area

16:45 – 17:20

Coffee Break

LSK 1/F Open Area

17:20 – 18:50

Plenary Session II: Nan Lin’s Contributions to
Sociology
Panellists:
Prof. Ronald Burt
Prof. Lijun Song
Prof. Yanjie Bian
Open Discussion
Commentary Response: Prof. Nan Lin
Chair: Prof. Min Zhou

19:00 – 21:00

Conference Dinner

LSK Open Area

LSK G012

Conference Lodge
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Thursday December 20th – Day 2
Time

Details

Venue

8:30 – 10:00

Parallel Sessions
4.1 Comparative Study of Societies and Social Change
4.2 Gender Norms and Attitudes II
4.3 Fertility and Demographic Transition
4.4 Mental Health and Subjective Well-being
4.5 Housing and Home Ownership

10:00 – 10:15

Coffee Break

IAS 1038
IAS 2042
IAS 4042
IAS 5007
IAS 3/F Open Area
IAS 1/F Open Area

10:15 – 11:45

Parallel Sessions
5.1 Intergenerational Relationship and Transmission
5.2 Governance and Civil Society
5.3 Political Attitude and Participation
5.4 Migrant Children
5.5 Consumption

IAS 1038
IAS 2042
IAS 4042
IAS 5007
IAS 3/F Open Area

12:00 – 13:00

Plenary Session III: Publishing in English Journals
Editors:
Prof. Xiaogang Wu, Chinese Sociological Review
Prof. Ying Lin, China Review
Prof. Xiulin Sun, Chinese Journal of Sociology
Chair: Prof. Yanjie Bian
End of Conference

LSK G012
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PANEL SESSIONS
Wednesday December 19th – Day 1
Plenary Session I: Day 1 9:00 – 10:30
Session Title

Paper Title

Presenter

Keynote Address

The Great Transformation: China since 1978

LIN, Nan

Chair: Xiaogang Wu
Venue: LSK G012

Mutable Inequality: Social and Geographic Origins of
University Students in China, 1912-1952

LEE, James

Parallel Sessions: Day 1 11:00 – 12:30
Session No. & Title

1.1 The Rise of Urban
China and Urban
Governance
Chair: Alvin Y. So
Venue: IAS 1038

1.2 National Identity
and Political Ideology
Chair: Chih-Jou Jay
Chen
Venue: IAS 2042

1.3 Health Inequality
Chair: Yunsong Chen
Venue: IAS 4042

Paper Title

Presenter

Strangers in Emerging Global Cities in China: African and
Chinese Merchants in the Pearl River Delta Metropolitan
Region

ZHOU, Min

My Residence, Their Neighborhood: Understanding the
Rise of Neighborhood Activism in Urban China

FU, Qiang

Cohort Differences in Pathway to Homeownership in
Urban China: Housing Welfare Regime Perspective

CUI, Can

Will Teenagers Take on the Color of Neighbors? A
Comparison of Educational Expectation Between Migrant
Teenagers and Native Teenagers in Urban China

GAN, Yiqing

Same “One Country Two Systems”, Different Outcomes: A
Comparative Study of National Identity Between Hong
Kong and Macau

CAI, Tianji

Cultivating Values while Diffusing Knowledge: Evidence
from the 8th Curriculum Reform

ZHENG, Bingdao

Changes in Psychological Structure of People's National
Identity--Based on 1994 and 2014 Cross-Sectional Surveys

FU, Chengzhe

Toward A Rational Political Ideology: Patriotism,
Democratic Attitudes, and Xenophobia among Chinese
College Students

GONG, Shun

Cumulative Effect or Period Effect? An Age–Period–
Cohort Analysis on Chinese Rural Peasants’ Health
Disadvantages in the Dynamics of Resource Disparity,
1991–2006

ZHAO, Yizhang

Gender Disparities in Benefits from Education to Health
Across Cohorts in China: Resource Substitution and
Rising Importance

ZHU, Bowen

The Greater Wealth Is Health: How Are Various Economic
Consequences Possible Under the Same Set of Cultural
Resistance

LAN, Yaxin

Family Socioeconomic Status, Lifestyles and Health
Inequalities among Adolescents

YAN, Yuqiong
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Subjective Family Status and Housework Allocation in
Modern China

KAN, Man-Yee

1.4 Family and Domestic
Labour

Relative Earnings of Care-work Employment in China’s
Transitional Society, 2003-2015

SUN, Shengwei

Chair: Yingchun Ji
Venue: IAS 5007

Spousal Earnings Association and Earnings Inequality
among Married Couples in Urban China from 1988 to
2013: the Role of High-Earning Couples

SHEN, Yifan

Workplace Aggression toward Foreign Domestic Helpers
in Hong Kong

LAI, Yingtong

Limits of the Powerful State: Uneven Regional
Development and Intergenerational Status Transmission
in China

XIANG, Wilson Jun

Income Returns of Vocational Skill Training in Different
Institutions–Experience Evidence From Shanghai

Wuniriqiqige

Stay or Return Home: Determinants of Youth Mobility
Intention of Undergraduates Studying Away From Their
Hometown

ZHOU, Tianyue

“It’s not about money, it’s about life”: Converting
International Education into Symbolic Capital and
Symbolic Violence among International Education
Graduate Workers in Hong Kong

AU, Anson

1.5 Status Attainment
and Job Mobility
Chair: Xiaoguang Fan
Venue: IAS 3/F Open
Area

Parallel Sessions: Day 1 13:30 – 15:00
Session No. & Title

Paper Title

Presenter

Dual-Transition in Industrializing State Socialist
Countries: From Urban-Exclusive Redistribution to
Markets and Social Policy

ZHANG, Zhanxin

Guarding A New Great Wall: The Politics of Household
Registration Reforms in China

LIN, Thung-Hong

From Political Power to Personal Wealth: Privatization,
Elite Opportunity, and Social Stratification in PostReform China

XU, Duoduo

Bringing Developmental Analysis Into Institutionalism
and Resource Dependence Theory: Corporate
Environmental Performance in China

CHEN, Zongshi

Three Waves of Land Expropriation in Contemporary
China: Accumulation Regimes, Varieties of Capital, and
Impacts on Rural Livelihoods

ZHAN, Shaohua

Imbalanced Modernity and Different Family Pressure:
Distinct Marriage Strategies among Chinese Lesbians

JI, Yingchun

2.2 Gender Norms and
Attitudes I

Multigenerational Effects of Education on Women's
Household Decision-Making Power in Rural China

CHENG, Cheng

Chair: Guangye He
Venue: IAS 2042

The Experience of Blurry individualism: Dilemmas for
Chinese female entrepreneurs in work and Private life

LI, Lulu

Research on Female Doctor’s Role Conflicts—in the
Context of Social Change

ZHU, Ying

2.1 Institutional
Transformation and
Social Change
Chair: Tianfu Wang
Venue: IAS 1038
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Working Without Wages: Network Structure and Migrant
Construction Workers’ Protests in China

WEI, Haitao

2.3 Migrant Workers
and Labour Rights

Enclave Participation and Labor Market Outcomes of
Migrants in Shenzhen

ZENG, Donglin

Chair: Yucheng Liang
Venue: IAS 4042

Globalization of the Chinese Bottom Population:
Middlemen, Multinational Swing Migration and
Marginalization

SU, Liang

The Organization Perspective in Social Integration of
Migrants

WANG, Yan

Desires for Antibiotics, Prescribing Culture & Antibiotic
Resistance

WANG, Nan

2.4 Medical Sociology
and Public Health

Lost in Transition: The Two Structurally Distinct Groups
of Drug Addicts in Current China

XU, Hongzhi

Chair: Xiaoli Tian
Venue: IAS 5007

Discussion on Five Levels of Human Cognition and Social
Adaptation of Eco-migration

XIE, Zhiju

Medical Doctors Savaged to Death in China: Whose Fault?

CHAN, Cheris Shunching

Class Difference in Parenting Styles in Urban China

LI, Jun

2.5 Parenting and Child
Outcomes

What Really matters for Loneliness among Left-behind
Children in Rural China? A Meta-Analytic Review

LIN, Danhua

Chair: Jia Yu
Venue: IAS 3/F Open
Area

Effects of Parenting on Children’s Academic Skills in
China: Focusing on Left-behind Children

ZHAO, Ming

Uncovering Social Effects of Body Weight on Youth
Outcomes: Evidence from Randomly Assigned Classrooms
in China

OLIVOS, Francisco

Parallel Sessions: Day 1 15:15 – 16:45
Session No. & Title

3.1 Education and Elite
Formation
Chair: Danching Ruan
Venue: IAS 1038

Paper Title

Presenter

Resurgence of the Study of Christian Higher Education in
China Since 1980s

NG, Peter Tze Ming

Elite Status Attainment in Late-Imperial China: StateCentralism, Consanguinity, and Regionalism Perspectives

PAN, Guanghui

The Embeddedness Dilemma: A Study of Confucius
Institutes in Germany

DEMES, David

Academic Returnee Policy and Knowledge Diffusion: Case
from Chinese National Talent Programs

KANG, Siqin

Academic Achievement or Social Ties: The Selection of
Scientific Elites in China

LIU, Canhui
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Earnings Returns to Tertiary Education in Urban China,
1988–2008

YE, Hua

Who Falls Behind in the College Premium? Heterogeneity,
Selection and the Policy Effect of Educational Expansion
on Earnings in Reforming China

GUO, Maocan

College Education as An Equalizer? Occupational Choices
of First-Generation College Students in Post-Revolution
China

DONG, Hao

Education based Labor Market? Family Origin and
College Graduates’ First Job Earnings in China

LI, Zhonglu

Credential Effect and Elite University Returns in China: A
Fuzzy Regression Discontinuity Design

TIAN, Bing

The Change of Occupational Assortative Mating in China:
1978-2015

WANG, Peng

Urban-Rural Marriage Market Segregation in
Contemporary China

WANG, Yanrong

Are the More Educated Less Likely to Divorce? Changing
Educational Gradient of Divorce in China

SONG, Haoming

Rising Cohabitation in China: Flexible Intimacy and
Persistent Marriage

LAI, Weiwen

Changes of Mate Selection Criteria in the Context of
Skyrocketing House Price

GAO, Yuchun

Migration and Health in China: Linking Sending and
Receiving Societies

WANG, Senhu

3.4 Migration and
People’s Well-being

Research on the Status, Determinants and Health
Outcomes of Floating Population’s Health Literacy

GU, Shafei

Chair: Qiang Ren
Venue: IAS 5007

Negotiating Patrilocality: How Dagongmei Posit
Themselves upon Return to Rural Home?

HAN, Yuchen

The Causal Effect of Dialect Skill on Migrants’ Social
Assimilation: Empirical Evidence from China

LIU, Mengyu

How Culture Influences Technology Use: Face-Work and
Disclosure on WeChat Moments

TIAN, Xiaoli

3.5 Internet Technology
and Society

Based on the Night-time Light: Is the Poverty Evaluation
of National Poverty County Accurate?

YE, Chenchen

Chair: Tianji Cai
Venue: IAS 3/F Open
Area

Gender Differences in Internet Use and Mental Health:
The Case of Shanghai, China
Do Internet Users Care About Where Their Data are
Stored? An Exploratory Study on Internet Users’ Online
Privacy Concern in China
Plenary Session II: Day 1 17:20 – 18:50

3.2 Returns to College
Education
Chair: Yuxiao Wu
Venue: IAS 2042

3.3 Marriage and
Assortative Mating
Chair: Lijun Song
Venue: IAS 4042

Session Title
Nan Lin’s Contributions
to Sociology
Chair: Min Zhou
Venue: LSK G012

Paper Title

WANG, Jingyue
XIAO, Fan

Presenter

Nan Lin and Social Capital

BURT, Ronald

Nan Lin and Social Support

SONG, Lijun

Chinese Sociology, the Sociology of China, and Nan Lin’s
Contributions

BIAN, Yanjie
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Thursday December 20th – Day 2
Parallel Sessions: Day 2 8:30 – 10:00
Session No. & Title

Paper Title

Presenter

Social Change in an Economic Restructuring Society:
Comparative Study of Vietnam and China

LE, Ngoc Hung

4.1 Comparative Study of
Societies and Social
Change

“People Are Connected With Each Other”: The Social
Distance Between Burmese and Chinese and Its
Influencing Factors: Based on the Analysis of Myanmar
General Social Survey Data (MGSS2015)

XU, Qinghong

Chair: Hanlong Lu
Venue: IAS 1038

State, Market and Modernization in Brazil: The Social
Mobility in the Top of the Class Structure

PRATES, Ian

Marital Status and Parent-child Relationship in East Asia:
A Comparison of China, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan

NG, Ka U

The Media Representation of Fatherhood in 20th Century
China

LI, Xuan

4.2 Gender Norms and
Attitudes II

Exposure to Double Uncertainties: Scientific Uncertainty,
Market Uncertainty, and Gendered Burden in Urban
China

LI, Jialin

Chair: Man-Yee Kan
Venue: IAS 2042

The Hero and the Caregiver: Gendered Narratives in
Chinese Children’s Textbooks

ZHENG, Hao

Gender Differences in the Relationship between Relative
Ability and Aspiration in STEM Careers

ZHAO, Xiaohang

An Examination of Changing Marriage and Fertility
Preferences

BLAIR, Sampson
Lee

Is There a Chinese Model of the Second Demographic
Transition?

YU, Jia

The Prevailing Balance Preference: A Strategical Choice—
A Study on Parental Gender Preference of China

WU, Yuling

Between Tradition and Modernity: the Driving Force of
Chinese Fertility

ZHAO, Menghan

Analysis on the Woman's Role in Aging and Low Fertility
Rate in Contemporary China

LI, Rui

Economic Insecurity and Mental Health: Evidence from
Hong Kong

MIAO, Jia

4.3 Fertility and
Demographic Transition
Chair: Hua Ye
Venue: IAS 4042

4.4 Mental Health and
Subjective Well-being
Chair: Yuying Tong
Venue: IAS 5007

Disparities in Subjective Well-being: Political Status,
Urban-Rural Divide and Cohort Dynamics in China,
2003-15
Child Abuse as a Mediator of the Relationship Between
Family Socioeconomic Status in Childhood and
Depression Among Chinese Older Adults
Adult Children’s Education and Career Achievement,
Marriage Formation and Elderly Parents’ Well-Being in
China

ZHANG, Tony
Huiquan
LIU, Chengcheng

CHEN, Dan
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4.5 Housing and Home
Ownership
Chair: Jun Li
Venue: IAS 3/F Open Area

Measuring the Effect of Homeownership on
Socioeconomic Status Attainment in Post-Reform China

WANG, Dong

Extending State Infrastructural Power into
Neighbourhoods: Governing Homeowners’ Associations
in Urban Guangzhou

CAI, Rong

A Room of One’s Own?: Gender Differences in Home
Ownership in Urban China

CHEN, Meng

Parental Impact on the Transition to Homeownership in
Urban China

YU, Ang

Result-Oriented: An Analysis of Housing Investment
under the Housing Purchase Quota Policies

SHI, Yini

Parallel Sessions: Day 2 10:15 – 11:45
Session No. & Title

5.1 Intergenerational
Relationship and
Transmission
Chair: Gina Lai
Venue: IAS 1038

5.2 Governance and Civil
Society
Chair: Zhanxin Zhang
Venue: IAS 2042

5.3 Political Attitude and
Participation
Chair: Thung-Hong Lin
Venue: IAS 4042

5.4 Migrant Children
Chair: Zhuoni Zhang
Venue: IAS 5007

Paper Title

Presenter

Living with Grandparents: The Effects of Co-resident
Grandparents on Children’s Educational Achievement

WU, Yuxiao

Coresidence and Subjective Well-being of Young Adults in
Cross-cultural Comparison

REN, Qiang

Young Adults’ Out-Migration and Health Inequality
among Older Parents in Rural China

LIU, Zhen

Effect of Grandparents’ Educational Attainments on
Children’s Educational Outcomes

LI, Xiaohan

Bureaucratic Slack in China: Anti-Corruption and the
Decline of the Social-Relation-Based Development
Strategy
The Divergent Process of Economic Development on
Chinese Political Trust at Central and Local Levels

WANG, Peng
CHEN, Jacqueline
Chen

Urban Justice and Public Housing Provision in China: A
Case Study of Housing Migrant Workers in Chongqing

CHEUNG, Ka Ling

Workplace or Remuneration? Job satisfaction of
inspectors in Hong Kong Police Force

WAN, Kin-Man

Searching for Red Songs: The Politics of Revolutionary
Nostalgia in Contemporary China

LI, Shuanglong

Citizens’ Responsiveness to Electoral Mobilization under
Authoritarianism: Evidence from China’s Grassroots
Election
Who Support Anti-Regime Protest and Civil Disobedience
in China?
Beyond the Patron-Client Relationship: Private
Entrepreneur’s Political Entitlement and Elastic Informal
Capitalism in Post-socialist China
Social Capital and Hukou System: Educational Inequality
of Migrant Children in Contemporary China
The Actual Logic and Dilemma in Policy Implementation
for Migrant Children Education—Case Study of Shanghai
Primary Schools
The Impact of School Socioeconomic Composition on
Educational Outcomes Among Chinese Adolescents: Do
Migrant Status and Gender Matter?
Self-Esteem of Rural-to-Urban Migrant Children in China

FANG, Jun
DENG, Kai
TANG, Chengzuo
MA, Gaoming
ZHANG, Dan

SUN, Biyang
ZHOU, Bo
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5.5 Consumption
Chair: Matthew M. Chew
Venue: IAS 3/F Open Area

Reinterpreting How and Why People Consume
Counterfeit Fashion Products: A Sociological Challenge to
the Pro-Business Paradigm
Moralizing Consumption through Practice: The Pursuit of
“the Good Life” through Dress Consumption in PostSocialist China and Romania
Unifying Prosperity or Segregated Heterogeneity? An
Inquiry Into Consumption Practices of Leisure and
Appearance in China
An Alternative Model for Artistic Autonomy
"Emotional Labor"—an Empirical Study on the
Productive Behavior of Fans
Plenary Session III: Day 2 12:00 – 13:00

Session Title
Publishing in English
Journals
Chair: Yanjie Bian
Venue: LSK G012

Journal

CHEW, Matthew
M.
TSE, Tommy;
GHEORGHIU,
Iulia
TIAN, Langyi
ZHANG, Linzhi
LI, Tingting

Editor

Chinese Sociological Review

WU, Xiaogang

China Review

LIN, Yin

Chinese Journal of Sociology

SUN, Xiulin
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PAPER ABSTRACTS
Wednesday 19th December 2018 – Day 1 Plenary Session I 9:00 – 10:30

Keynote Address
The Great Transformation: China since 1978
Nan Lin, Duke University
ABSTRACT: Polanyi criticized the fictitious ideology of the first Great Transformation, from the sixteenth
century to the mid-twentieth century, for its (1) turning societal elements of land, man and capital into
economic commodities, and (2) claiming that self-interest and free market as the decisive forces in the market
society. He suggested two counter-movements: the state and regulations and social embeddedness. His wish
for the corrections provided by socialism (the Soviet Union) was not realized. Yet since the last decade of the
twentieth century China has emerged as a capitalistic society with “Chinese” characteristics. I identify two
such characteristics: (1) the centrally managed capitalism (CMC, not so “Chinese”) and (2) social
embeddedness (guanxi, and very Chinese) and analyze their comparability with Polanyi’s two countermovements. I argue that this is the second Great Transformation, as its ideology represents a drastic and
subversive break from the first one. I discuss this Great Transformation’s future and whether it is the
beginning of history again.

Mutable Inequality: Social and Geographic Origins of University Students in China, 19121952
James Lee, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: New Big Historical Micro-Data Collections of China's examination elite show that while the Late
Imperial, 1368-1911, and Republican Period, 1912-1949 educated elite were both chosen by objective
examination, their social and spatial origins differed greatly. The Late Imperial examination elite were the
sons and grandsons of civil officials who came from a national rural population of landed property gentry. The
Republican university elite were the sons and daughters of urban businessmen and professionals concentrated
largely in China’s most developed regions. While the social inequalities - gender, occupation - from the first
half of the twentieth century experienced, in turn, a ‘silent revolution’ in the second half of the twentieth
century, the spatial inequalities - region and rural/urban - in spite of sustained and continuing efforts by the
Chinese Communist Party, continue to persist to today.
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Wednesday 19th December 2018 – Day 1 Plenary Session II 17:20 – 18:50

Nan Lin’s Contributions to Sociology
Nan Lin and Social Capital
Ronald S. Burt, University of Chicago
ABSTRACT: I put Nan Lin’s contributions to social capital in the context of historical developments to fully
appreciate what he achieved. I provide an overview of social capital, discuss key works in the development of
social capital as a network concept, and discuss Lin’s significant contributions to that development through
three phases in his work (breakthrough, consolidation, and generalization).

Nan Lin and Social Support
Lijun Song, Vanderbilt University
ABSTRACT: Social support is a sociological phenomenon and concept by its nature. It is rooted in classic
sociological work in the 1800s. However, it is the pioneering efforts of scholars in the late 1970s that have
stimulated the systematic development and rise of social support into a popular and powerful theoretical tool.
Nan Lin is one of the pioneers. I selectively review the numerous social support literature with a special focus
on Nan Lin’s four-decade-long ground-breaking contributions to this school of literature, theoretically,
methodologically, and empirically.

Chinese Sociology, the Sociology of China, and Nan Lin’s Contributions
Yanjie Bian, University of Minnesota & Xi’An Jiaotong University
ABSTRACT: China’s reform era brought a new historical destiny to Nan Lin. He welcomed the opportunity,
took the challenge, and made timely and unique contributions as a respected and successful educator in
helping train and nurture the new generation of Chinese sociologists, as an innovative and pioneering
researcher in the research of Chinese social stratification, as an influential leader and fruitful mentor in the
research of Chinese social networks, and as an empiricism-oriented theorist of China’s institutional change.
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Wednesday 19th December 2018 – Day 1 Parallel Sessions 11:00 – 12:30
Session 1.1 The Rise of Urban China and Urban Governance

Strangers in Emerging Global Cities in China:
African and Chinese Merchants in the Pearl River Delta Metropolitan Region
Min Zhou, University of California, Los Angeles
ABSTRACT: For a long time since the founding of the People’s Republic of China, human movements across
regional and national borders were strictly controlled by the state. Since the late 1970s, however, many cities
and towns have become increasing urbanized, attracting phenomenally high volumes of internal migration. In
the process, some of these cities have emerged as global cities, witnessing the growing presence of
international migrants from all over the world. In Guangzhou and its neighbor cities and towns in the greater
Pearl River Delta Metropolitan Region since the late 1990s, there has been a rapid increase of international
migrants from Africa. The newcomers from Africa are independent merchants and traders doing business with
Chinese merchants and small business owners who are mostly internal migrants. The international and
internal migrants are not only doing business with one another but also live in the same neighborhoods
amongst local residents with hukou status (a proxy for citizenship status). The encounter of a racially different
group of foreigners with the socially marginalized group of internal migrants at the local level offers an
opportunity for exploring the conceptions of “the other” beyond the classic outsider-insider, foreigner-native,
or black-white binaries. This paper analyzes the intergroup relations among African and Chinese merchants
focusing on three specific questions: How are African merchants perceived and received by their Chinese
migrant counterparts? What influences their positive and/or negative attitudes? How do citizenship status
and race interact to affect intergroup relations? Data are collected from questionnaire surveys, in-depth
interviews, and systematic field observations. Our analysis shows that intergroup relations between Chinese
and African merchants are shaped by race and citizenship status but mediated by common business interest.
Factors influencing interracial attitudes vary, depending not only on the usual demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics, but also on the types and levels of intergroup contacts and local contexts.

My Residence, Their Neighborhood:
Understanding the Rise of Neighborhood Activism in Urban China
Qiang Fu, University of British Columbia
ABSTRACT: To date, much of the scholarship on neighborhood activism has been informed by two research
traditions: the social-capital approach and the community-psychology approach. Drawing on a communitybased survey in Guangzhou, China, this study synthesizes these two approaches to analyze the perplexing rise
of neighborhood activism in a country with traditionally low levels of activism. By distinguishing associational
engagement and contentious engagement from other engagement activities, the general notion of civic
engagement is broken down into heterogeneous participatory behaviors and investigated against the backdrop
of social-capital theories, place making, and urban transformation. By articulating the differential effects of
sociodemographic, relational, and psychospatial measures on specific forms of civic engagement, this study
both supports and challenges existing place-based frameworks explaining neighborhood activism. It also
demonstrates that the relational approach to neighborhood activism cannot be decontextualized from its
spatial embeddedness.

Cohort Differences in Pathway to Homeownership in Urban China:
Housing Welfare Regime Perspective
Can Cui, East China Normal University
ABSTRACT: Within a short span of four decades, China has transformed itself from a country dominated by
public renters to one of the countries with the highest rate of homeownership. Different birth cohorts acquire
homeownership in various ways, as the housing reforms have formed diversified housing provision systems in
different periods. This paper adopts the triangle of state-market-family in Esping-Andersen’s welfare state
regime to examine three main pathways to homeownership: market-acquired, public-subsidized, and familysupported, with particular attention to the differences across cohorts. Based on 2013 China Households
Finance Survey (CHFS) data, the empirical analysis verifies the transition to a more liberal housing system, in
which the responsibility of housing provision shifts from the state to the market. In the meanwhile, families
have become a vital social institution assisting young cohorts to obtain homeownership. The results also show
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that men are more likely to resort to families for housing support, which is related to Chinese traditions.
Higher educational attainment enhances people’s independence from both the state and the family in terms of
acquiring homeownership. Institutional factors, particularly hukou status, largely determine the access to
public-subsidized housing.

Will Teenagers Take on the Color of Neighbors? A Comparison of Educational Expectation
Between Migrant Teenagers and Native Teenagers in Urban China
Yiqing Gan, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Educational expectation has long been shown to be very important in status attainment. The
question why some teenagers hold a higher educational expectation while others are less ambitious deserves
great attention. Prior studies argue that family SES and school context are two major contributors. However,
teenager’s living environment, especially their neighbor, is surprisingly neglected in the discussion. China is
an ideal laboratory for examining the variation of teenager's educational expectation. Chinese cities
accommodate numerous migrant teenagers, who usually hold a lower educational expectation than native
counterparts. To what degree neighbors contribute to this disparity remains unknown. Using the China
Education Panel Survey in 2013-14, we found the job status of neighbors positively affects the educational
expectation of native teenagers only. Once the selection of living environment has been adjusted, neighbor
effect disappears both for the two groups. We further offered one explanation of the weak neighbor effect. We
found that the educational expectation parents holding for teenagers is the major determinant of the
educational expectation that teenagers holding for themselves. However, parental educational expectation is
surprisingly immune to the neighbor’s job status. The neighbor effect, which could pass through parents to
shape teenagers, is therefore blocked. Our findings suggest neighbors have not been a major source of
educational expectation division in current urban China. Theoretical and political implications are discussed.
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Same “One Country Two Systems”, Different Outcomes:
A Comparative Study of National Identity Between Hong Kong and Macau
Tianji Cai, University of Macau
ABSTRACT: The past two decades witnessed dramatically demographic, political, economic and social
changes in Hong Kong and Macau after transferring of sovereignty over to China. As a sense of belongingness
among individuals in a society, national identity receives great attention in comparative studies. Although
both of their economies grew and merged to China, Hong Kong experienced a rapid growing of Hong Kong
identity which focuses on local experiences and concerns that distinguish them from the mainland Chinese;
while people in Macau seem more likely to accept the state-defined Chinese national identity. Taking
advantage of newly released data from both Hong Kong Panel Study of Social Dynamics (2015) and Macau
Social Survey (2017), the current study seeks to understand the widening gap on Chinese national identity
between the two adjacent areas, and to identify possible factors behind the perspective of historical or cultural
heritage.

Cultivating Values while Diffusing Knowledge: Evidence from the 8th Curriculum Reform
Bingdao Zheng, Fudan University
ABSTRACT: The establishment of a common consensus in values and preferences is key to nation building.
Based on data from Beijing College Students Panel Survey, this paper examines the causal effects of high
school curriculum on students’ political attitudes and behaviors, using a difference-in-difference approach and
an entropy balancing method. Our empirical results show that the 8th curriculum reform has achieved
tremendous success in the ideological cultivation among Chinese youths. Undergraduate who studied new
textbooks in high school are more likely to resolutely implement the policy of the central; they have both
higher intention and probability to apply for the Communist Party membership; they are more willing to
pursue a career in the state sector; and they are less inclined to protest for their own interests. This study
demonstrates the important role of basic education in shaping value system.

Changes in Psychological Structure of People's National Identity--Based on 1994 and 2014
Cross-Sectional Surveys
Chengzhe Fu*, South China Normal University
Huaibin Jing, Sun Yat-Sen University
ABSTRACT: With the deepening of globalization and modernization, national identity is faced with great
challenges during social transformation characterized by modernization. Therefore, exploring changes and
mechanism of people's national identity during the period of social transformation has become a new topic.
Most existing national identity studies follow a paradigm of social identity, which is difficult to capture the
changes of national identity in structure as well as meaning. Hence, with a perspective of dynamic social
culture study and based on data from 1994 and 2014 repeated cross-sectional survey about cultural quality of
city residents, this study explored whether there were changes in influential factors and mechanism of people's
national identity in the process of social transformation and if so, what is their concrete forms. Two surveys'
participants are residents over the age of 15, and surveys cover main administrative areas of whole China
except Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan regions. Random sampling network for magazine readers was done for
the 1994 survey, while in 2014 survey, quota sampling was based on age, gender and level of education
combined with population distribution. After weighting, the population distribution of the sample is
consistent with the population distribution. The total number of the two sample surveys was 1622, 806 for
1994, and 816 for 2014. Both surveys used the same questionnaire as survey tool for city residents. After
standardizing questionnaire questions, 15 variables sete measured (1 dependent variable included). Upon
examination, each variable has good reliability and validity, includingconvergent validity and discriminant
validity. Findings are 1) an independent samples t-test shows that people’s national identity in 2014 is
significantly lower than that in 1994 as a whole, and there is a decrease in various demographic variables. 2 )
through a stepwise multiple regression, it is found that although people's national identity is under the
influence of macro- and micro-level factors, specific contents of influential factors have changed during the 20
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years, showing a wane in traditional cultural psychology's influence, and an increase in modern philosophy
and family’s influence. Finally, a structural equation demonstrated that people's psychological structure of
national identity also has changed in 20 years, from the parallel mediation of family ethics and social
responsibility, to family ethics and modern concepts. An important theoretical implication of this research is
that it positively proves people's national identity was indeed dissolved during social transformation in China.
Although it was provided with characteristics and inevitability of times, challenges to Chinese people’s
national identity in social transformation should be vigilant enough to us. Meanwhile, we should take the
social and cultural psychology as starting point, and proceed from the behavior of public policy.

Toward A Rational Political Ideology: Patriotism, Democratic Attitudes, and Xenophobia
among Chinese College Students
Shun Gong*, Tohoku University, Japan
Chunling Li, Chinese Academy of Social Science
ABSTRACT: The political ideology of Chinese people has been the focus of debate in Western countries. In
this study, we investigate how Chinese college students’ political ideology measured by patriotism, democratic
attitudes, and xenophobia is affected by their socio-economic status. With data from the Chinese College
Students Work, Life, and Value Survey 2017, our empirical analyses yield three main findings. First, we find
the socio-economic advantaged individual is less patriotic. Second, the less patriotism does not mean the
socio-economic advantaged individuals in China are more favorable toward the Western political system. They
actually are more likely to vote against the freedom of expression and the multi-party system. Third, we also
find the socio-economic advantaged individual in China is more likely to advocate the free market and against
economy tariffs. Overall, our empirical study reveals a rational political ideology of Chinese elites.
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Cumulative Effect or Period Effect? An Age–Period–Cohort Analysis on Chinese Rural
Peasants’ Health Disadvantages in the Dynamics of Resource Disparity, 1991–2006
Yizhang Zhao, University of Oxford
ABSTRACT: Previous studies have shown a persistent positive association between an individual’s social
position and health status, and the health gap between different social positions tends to change during the
ageing process. However, studies have seldom examined individuals’ life-course health trajectories in a
dynamic social context. This paper utilises the China Health and Nutrition Survey 1991–2006 to examine the
health gap between Chinese rural peasants and urban non-peasants in a rapid social change process with
increasing resource disparities. Using a repeated longitudinal design, this paper examines the period effect,
through which the dynamics of resource disparity are represented, on top of age and cohort variations in
individuals’ health trajectories. Findings illustrate that changing resource disparities in the social stratification
structure play an important role in shaping health inequalities in individuals’ life courses.

Gender Disparities in Benefits from Education to Health Across Cohorts in China:
Resource Substitution and Rising Importance
Bowen Zhu, Wuhan University
ABSTRACT: Researchers proposed two hypotheses, resource substitution hypothesis from the perspective of
group difference and the rising importance hypothesis about the effects across cohorts. Using data from
Chinese Family Panel Studies 2010 to 2016, the article examined these hypotheses in the Chinese context. We
considered both individual and contextual influence on the association between education and self-rated
health. Using a series of hierarchal linear models, results showed that men report better health than women,
but women get more benefits from education than men which supports for the resource substitution
hypothesis. However, our results did not support the rising importance hypothesis, as educational gaps in selfrated health remained stable among women and narrowed among men across cohorts. Especially in the latest
cohort, the effects of education on self-rated health decreased sharply. For the difference in cohort effects
reported in recent studies, we discussed the influences of Chinese special social transformation and the effects
of educational expansion.

The Greater Wealth Is Health: How Are Various Economic Consequences Possible Under
the Same Set of Cultural Resistance
Yaxin Lan, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: It is generally believed that the transaction of personal insurance (including life insurance and
health insurance) is influenced by consumers’ cultural beliefs. Insurance companies have designed its policies
as nominal investment or financial products for a long time, until these strategies were banned by CIRC. This
has brought tremendous impact to China's personal insurance industry. However, life insurance and health
insurance have exhibited significant differences in the trend of growth rate, while both of them belong to the
same category of personal insurance. So, after divesting the investment incentives from insurance transactions,
why do policyholders who share the same set of cultural taboos show different attitudes towards two types of
insurance products? This phenomenon also corresponds to a theoretical question: when introducing cultural
dimension to explain economic phenomena, how to avoid over-socialization and handle the differences of
economic consequences properly? This research proposal argues that, on the one hand, culture does not
function on a holistic form. Complex structures and mechanisms should be captured during investigation. On
the other hand, actors should not be considered as puppets without self-awareness. The behavioral results are
not directly determined by macro cultural concepts but driven by the rationalities of action in individuals’
cognition. Rationality of action, however, is not merely defined as instrumental rationality of economics which
seems to be free from cultural influences. According to Raymond Boudon's theoretical advancement, any wellfounded behavior should be regarded as rational action. From this perspective, this proposal attempts to
demonstrate multiple paths and mechanisms through which culture provides diversified rational basis for
individual’s actions. Therefore, it can be understood that how various economic consequences are formed.
After introducing individual's cognition of culture in specific context as an intermediary between culture and
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behavior results, the author lists four ideal types of behavioral rationales (action of instrumental rationality,
action based on value judgement, action under “utility-culture” dual equilibrium, and actions driven by
subjective causality) by combining Boudon’s cognitivist model and points out culture’s position and function
in each circumstance. The author believes that the different growth rate trends of life insurance and health
insurance can also be analyzed within this framework. Explanations might be found from the following
aspects: 1) the differences of calculation difficulties in investing life and health; 2) consumers' specific cultural
cognition of each insurance product; 3) the changing utility function structures and evaluations of the two
products under new institutional context and 4) the different possibilities that insurance companies use verbal
tricks to construct compelling logical associations for consumers.

Family Socioeconomic Status, Lifestyles and Health Inequalities among Adolescents
Yuqiong Yan, Zhejiang University
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the ways through which family socioeconomic status (SES) influences
health inequalities among adolescents in China. Using data from the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS)
(2010), we find that while adolescent health is generally correlated with family SES, the correlation varies with
different health indicators. We also find family SES has an impact on health lifestyles, but the direction of the
effect depends on the situation. Further, analyses indicate that lifestyles can partially mediate the effects of
family SES; fast-food consumption is found to partially account for the association between per capita family
income and adolescent depression.
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Subjective Family Status and Housework Allocation in Modern China
Man-Yee Kan*, University of Oxford
Guangye He, Nanjing University
ABSTRACT: This paper analyses data of the Women Status Survey 2010 to investigate subjective satisfaction
with family status and housework allocation in dual-earner married couples in China. We examine the
association between subjective family status and housework allocation by ordered logistic regression and
structural equation models. More specifically, we tested whether and how housework allocation and subjective
family status are both influenced by time constraints and economic resources. Results suggest that both men
and women are less satisfied with their family status if they share more housework than their partners’, after
controlling for household income, relative economic contribution, educational qualifications and other factors.
Moreover, relative housework contribution is associated more significantly with satisfaction with family status
than absolute housework time. In further analysis, we include a correlated error term between housework
time and satisfaction in our models to take endogeneity between these factors into account. For men, share of
housework is still negatively associated with satisfaction. For women living in rural area, however, the
association has become positive, suggesting housework participation maybe a way to perform their gender
roles in the family.

Relative Earnings of Care-work Employment in China’s Transitional Society, 2003-2015
Shengwei Sun, Washington University in St. Louis
ABSTRACT: Using four waves of data from the Chinese Social General Survey (CGSS 2003, 2005, 2013,
2015), this study examines the earnings of paid care workers relative to earnings of non-care workers in urban
China since early 2000s, when the government started to expand social welfare along with the deepening of
market reform. Existing studies conducted in Western, industrialized, and democratic contexts find wage
penalties for low-status care workers and “wage bonuses” for high-status care workers. The patterns,
mechanisms, and processes shaping the “devaluation” of care work may be different in non-Western contexts.
Findings from OLS regression indicate that on average, care workers earn less than non-care workers, but
such difference was primarily driven by gender disparity. Results from unconditional quantile regression
further reveal that among high-income workers, care workers still earn less than non-care workers even when
controlling for individual and job characteristics. Moreover, the wage penalty for high-status care workers
increased over time. Such pattern contradicts findings from previous studies in Western industrialized
contexts of a “wage bonus” for high-status care workers. I argue that these patterns have to be understood
under the particular socioeconomic and political contexts in China.

Spousal Earnings Association and Earnings Inequality among Married Couples in Urban
China from 1988 to 2013: The Role of High-Earning Couples
Yifan Shen, Brown University
ABSTRACT: Family income inequality in China rose dramatically in recent decades, but it is unclear to what
extent this surge is due to the earnings resemblance between spouses. In this paper, I use five waves of crosssectional household income survey data from the China Household Income Project (CHIP) to study this
relationship within the context of urban China from 1988 to 2013. Log-linear models are used to model the
pattern of association between spouses' earnings. I rely on the additive decomposability of the generalized
entropy index (2) to examine the different components of spousal earnings association on trends in betweenand within-group earnings inequality among married couples. I find that the recent surge in couple earnings
inequality in urban China is mainly driven by the consistently strong homogamy among high-earning men and
women.
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Workplace Aggression toward Foreign Domestic Helpers in Hong Kong
Yingtong Lai*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Eric Fong, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: We explore how workplace environment is related to the workplace aggression among domestic
helpers in Hong Kong. The topic addresses a growing trend of employees working in non-conventional
workplace. Our research is based on a sample of 2,017 foreign domestic female helpers from the Philippines
and Indonesia in Hong Kong collected in 2015. We found that specific environment in home-based place of
work and the nature of work are related to the aggressive behavior experienced by domestic helpers from their
employers. The ﬁndings extend our understanding of the conception of workplace and highlight new factors
contributing to aggression and violence against workers when work-home boundaries blur.
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Limits of the Powerful State:
Uneven Regional Development and Intergenerational Status Transmission in China
Jun Xiang, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: Past research on intergenerational mobility (IGM), either in western societies or China, have
mainly focused on the temporal trend of IGM for countries or cross-national variations of IGM. However,
there are considerable heterogeneity among different places within a country. Uneven regional development is
one of the central features in post-reform China. Do people born in different places of a country have different
mobility chances? Capitalizing on a nationally representative China Labor-force Dynamics Survey 2014 data
with information of birthplaces and adopting novel methods, this study attempts to examine how IGM varies
across groups with different birthplaces in China. Results show that the state’s uneven regional development
strategy mainly shapes the spatial structure of intergenerational structural and absolute mobility chances,
rather than the intergenerational relative mobility—parental occupational impact on their children’s
occupational status. The state power in regional development is unintendedly limited to the shaping of spatial
structural and absolute mobility, but it does not penetrate deeply into the familial status transmission process
for either rural or urban hukou status groups, though there is a rural-urban gap in status transmission
strength. These spatial patterns of IGM are consistent across regional and provincial-level analyses.

Income Returns of Vocational Skill Training in Different Institutions—Experience
Evidence from Shanghai
Wuniriqiqige*, Shanghai University
Wei Chen, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: In the context of globalization, the economic competitiveness between countries is increasingly
dependent on the human capital of a country. In the 40 years of reform and opening up, China has achieved
remarkable economic growth and achievements by exerting its advantages in population and resources. In
recent years, the state has vigorously promoted economic transformation. Among them, the transformation of
industrial structure is the most important, from the labor-intensive simple processing industry to the
technology-intensive high-end manufacturing industry. The success of the industrial restructuring will depend
on whether there is enough skilled labor to match the industry. At present, China does not have enough
technical talents for industrial upgrading and transformation. At this level, the shortage of skilled talents and
how to improve the human capital of the nationals have become issues that need to be discussed. This paper
uses the Shanghai Urban Community Survey Data (SUNS) to explore the impact of vocational skills training
provided by employers on human capital improvement and income return, and further promote the research
about the impact of vocational training on human capital improvement. The empirical results show that after
controlling the endogeneity of training and other human capital factors, the vocational skill training provided
by employers can significantly enhance people's human capital and bring positive income returns. However, in
different institutions, the growth rate of training on income return is different. The participation rate and
return rate of staff training in government owned enterprises is much higher than that of employees in private
owned enterprises. Further exploration found that government owned enterprises often provide training for
higher-level employees, while private owned enterprises provide training for lower-level employees. Although
the training probability and training rate of government owned enterprises are higher, most of the junior staff
have less training chances; while in private owned enterprises, though junior staff have more chances to get
trained, the rewards obtained through training are lower. Therefore, the overall training is insufficient, and
the technical talents are not with enough skills; so, the number of technical talents does not satisfy the
demand from industrial structure transformation and upgrading.
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Stay or Return Home: Determinants of Youth Mobility Intention of Undergraduates
Studying Away from Their Hometown
Tianyue Zhou, Zhejiang University
ABSTRACT: In China, it is common for young adults to travel far away from their hometown for the
attendance of college, but when it comes to the choice of where they want to work and live after graduation,
they have to think more. Usually, the city they study and the city they come from would be the top two options
for most of the graduates, with more established bonds and less adaptive costs. As a turning point in one’s life,
this crucial choice is not only closely related to their future development but also largely determines their
mobility perspectives. In this research, drawing on the data from Beijing College Students Panel Survey
(BCSPS), I will examine 2250 college students in Beijing, who are either inclined to stay in Beijing or go back
to their hometowns to begin their early careers. Using Multinomial Logit Model(MNL), I try to figure out the
determinants in their decision process and try to answer the question of Who intends to return home? and
What makes them hold different preferences? The result shows that they concern more about their capability,
personality, belief and the network which could support them to get well engaged in the new environment,
while the social capital left in their hometown turns out to be an insignificant consideration. Besides revealing
the strong individualism when young undergraduates plan for their future, the results also show strong
mobility ambitions among the young generation and the degenerated role of the strong ties owing to the
continuous reforms and booming market economy.

“It’s not about money, it’s about life”: Converting International Education into Symbolic
Capital and Symbolic Violence among International Education Graduate Workers in Hong
Kong
Anson Au, University of Toronto
ABSTRACT: Historically, Hong Kong student participation in the international education market has been
dominated by high-class families to capitalize on the prestige of a Western education by legitimating their
status. Much research about international student migration continues to document cultural capital and
interpretations of home and identity as drivers of international student migration. Over the past ten years,
however, rates of international student migration from Hong Kong have skyrocketed and with staggering
breadth, as students from middle-class backgrounds more commonly adopt educational migration. Moreover,
recent evidence of a general decline in jobs and monthly earnings for university graduates in Hong Kong calls
into question the cultural motivations for international student migration and, more fundamentally, the type
of capital returns it generates. Drawing upon twenty semi-structured interviews with youth Hong Kong
international education graduates post-return to the Hong Kong job market, I examine the contemporary
democratization of educational migration in terms of the pathways it engenders through which economic,
cultural, and symbolic forms of capital convert into one another. Using field theory, I construct a Bourdieusian
conceptualization of international education as an intersectional nexus of capital conversion pathways to
schematically map out its returns and its role in perpetuating hegemonic stratification through symbolic
violence. I articulate a series of overlapping fields in which students and their respective social positions are
embedded. International students comprise an interstitial homology, located between dominating and
dominated homologies in different fields. Invoking parallels with Bourdieu’s interstitial positionality of
intellectuals in the general social structure, international students in Hong Kong are close to dominating
homologous positions in the cultural field, but dominated homologous positions in the economic field, which
strengthens both types of homologies in ways that sustain social stratification. The democratization of
international education as cultural capital reflects a perceived conversion pathway into economic capital,
which branches into social capital. But for recent graduates whose degrees are generating increasingly lower
returns in economic capital in Hong Kong, the pathway to economic capital is barred, which opens up a
diverted pathway to symbolic capital. I show how international degree holders deny regret of pursuing
international education and instead cite life experience and self-discovery as grounds upon which to justify
their prestige. Thus, cultural capital transforms to symbolic capital, ultimately sustaining the symbolic
violence behind social stratification – supported by international degree holders even though the system of
domination in this symbolic field works against their own interests and which dominates themselves, as fellow
members of the economically dominated.
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Dual-Transition in Industrializing State Socialist Countries:
From Urban-Exclusive Redistribution to Markets and Social Policy
Zhanxin Zhang, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
ABSTRACT: Research on changes of inequalities and social stratification in reforming state socialist
countries began in the 1980s, but theory-driven approach to the impact of the reform was not undertaken
until Victor Nee’s first presence of the market transition theory in 1989. This theory, aiming to show that the
shift from hierarchies to markets in a socialist economy changes the source of power and privilege, soon draw
much attention to scholars and led to a sharp debate in 1996. From 1996 to 2002 academic papers frequently
published in top journals with foci on the possible consequences of such reforms. A number of scholars
disagreed with Nee by pointing out problems of his theory, questioning his methodology and formulating
alternative views. After 2002, however, this debate was gradually cooling down. Numerical and intense
criticisms had not led to new theoretical viewpoints equivalent to Nee’s one. On the other hand, although he
and his colleagues responded to critics in several papers in the early 2000s, to the later of the decade, Nee
seemed to be less interested in his initiated topic, turning to studying “political capitalism”. Some scholars
attempted to compromise this debate, but instead of constructing general and theoretical accounts, they
limited to explain reforming China, which somehow reduced in the research level from this debate’s original
theoretical driven. Studies on reforming state socialism have been less progressive.
To attempt to renovate the research, this paper first divides state socialist countries at the beginning of the
reform era in 1970s into two types - industrialized and not. The market transition theory, according to Nee, is
applicable to all state socialist countries – either USSR and East Europe socialisms or others, such as China
and other Asia socialist countries. However, a basic fact in the 1970s was that while in USSR and its Europe
allies industrialization had already achieved and income and welfare gap between rural and urban labors had
been substantively reduced, China and other less developed socialist countries were still in the stage of
speeding up industrializing their economics with huge costs on their rural areas and people. In pre-reform
China “rural-urban divide” which made the peasants become “low caste” was well known by scholars
concerned. Because of this reason a general framework of “redistributors vs working class”, which was a base
of Szelenyi and Nee’s image of “socialist redistributive economy”, may not be fully useful when not only
political and emerging economics elites, but also ordinary people were included in the research. In less
industrialized socialist countries, urban workers were “redistributees” in the sense they passively included in
the redistributive system and obtain income and welfare much less than those of government officials and
other administrative elites, whereas rural labors were disprivileged as they were almost totally excluded from
state redistribution. Whether in industrializing socialist countries the divide between redistributees and
dispriviledged are gradually weakening during the transition is the major research question of this paper.
For this purpose this paper introduces “dual-transition” instead of market transition. Dual-transition refers to
transition from state redistributive economy to markets and social policy (Zhang 2018). Nee and some other
scholars view state socialism and welfare state are two systems. This stance implies that economic and social
changes in socialist countries were not a pure process of marketization – some parts of redistributive functions
need to be transferred to social policy co-existing with market mechanisms. Dual-transition image in this
paper is naturally related to its focus on ordinary labor. Compared with the rules of free markets, social policy
much more favors ordinary people than economic elite. Conceptualization of dual-transition also makes it
possible to use Marshall’s research on citizenship evolution in the study.
With the works above this paper develops a theory of dual-transition in industrializing state socialist
redistributive economies. This theory argues that, in less industrialized socialist countries under reform,
transitions of distribution mode from urban-exclusive state redistribution to market mechanisms and
inclusive social policy, which are based on institutionalizing citizenship rights in economic activities and
access to social welfare, favor rural labors disprivileged in the pre-reform period.
China’s city-level data (CHIP) including samples of rural migrant workers to cities is used to test hypotheses
derived from this dual-transition theory.
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Guarding A New Great Wall: The Politics of Household Registration Reforms in China
Yu-Qi Zeng, National Taiwan University
Ren-Jie Hong, Binghamton University
Thung-Hong Lin*, Academia Sinica
ABSTRACT: Why are China’s political elites reluctant to abandon the Household Registration (hukou, 戶口)
system at all? We develop a historical institutionalist approach, focusing on the contradictory interests of
authoritarian elites, ordinary beneficiaries, and the rising new middle classes in big cities in economic
transition in China. To change the alignment of the selectorate under market transition conditions,
authoritarian elites gradually reshaped the hukou system, which still decided the distribution of welfare and
public goods, such as education in China, to include the new middle classes in big cities and to prevent
ordinary beneficiaries from being shocked by reform. The model of historical institutionalism effectively
explains the general patterns and local varieties of hukou reforms, especially the recent hukou regulations
based on city classification and residence permits, that constitute a new Great Wall set up to exclude migrant
workers from the educational and medical resources of megacities in China.

From Political Power to Personal Wealth:
Privatization, Elite Opportunity, and Social Stratification in Post-Reform China
Duoduo Xu*, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Xiaogang Wu, International Chinese Sociological Association
ABSTRACT: The impact of market transition on the changing order of social stratification in post-socialist
regimes has been a heated research topic in past decades. However, the debate has yielded no concrete
conclusions, due in part to the lack of substantive institutional analysis. In this article, we aim to provide new
answers to this age-old question by specifically examining how the privatization of China’s state-owned
enterprises has created economic opportunities for the political elite. Based on firm-level data from a national
representative survey on Chinese private enterprises and their owners, we show that the political elite in some
regions successfully converted their control power into personal wealth by acquiring privatized firms. The
extent to which they could exploit such opportunities was contingent on how the privatization process was
structured and regulated locally. Auxiliary analysis reveals important structural inequality among China’s new
managerial class, with those former nomenklatura still enjoying significantly better political connections and
higher status than other private entrepreneurs.

Bringing Developmental Analysis Into Institutionalism and Resource Dependence Theory:
Corporate Environmental Performance in China
Zongshi Chen, Zhejiang University
ABSTRACT: This article brings developmental analysis into institutionalism and resource dependence
theory, argues that apart from the great power imbalance between the state and business, yet they are
mutually dependent and the state relies on different business for different goals in developmental societies.
The study draws on a nation-wide survey of Chinese private firms, and examines how the state-business
relationship affects corporate environmental investment. The findings show that a firm with political
connection is more active in environmental investment than a firm without, and firm’s importance for the
local economy is in inverse-U relationship with firm’s environmental investment. Lastly, those patterns vary
across regions in China. This article makes empirical and theoretical contribution to the research of corporate
environmental behaviors and organizational studies.

Three Waves of Land Expropriation in Contemporary China:
Accumulation Regimes, Varieties of Capital, and Impacts on Rural Livelihoods
Shaohua Zhan, Nanyang Technological University
ABSTRACT: This paper examines three waves of land expropriation since China initiated the market reform:
land expropriations for township and village enterprises (TVEs) in the 1980 and early 1990s, land
expropriations for economic development zones since the early 1990s, and land expropriations for urban real
estate since 1998. The three waves of land expropriation correspond to three accumulation regimes which are
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driven by the expansion of three forms of capital respectively: the TVE accumulation regime by local
indigenous capital, the “world factory” accumulation regime by industrial capital, and real estate accumulation
regime by financial capital. All three regimes were supported and actively promoted by local governments,
which derived their revenue from capital accumulation and economic growth, and all relied on the
expropriation of villagers’ land. However, their impacts on rural livelihoods differ. Under the TVE regime,
local rural workers were incorporated into the production process and given a share in the accumulation. The
world factory regime has been based on the expropriation of rural land and the replacement of local rural
workers by cheap migrant workers. Under the real estate regime, both local and migrant workers are largely
excluded, and the accumulation is based on the speculation on land and the squeezing of the urban middle
class. The land struggles waged by villagers in the recent two decades have secured only modest concessions in
compensation from local governments and capital.
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Imbalanced Modernity and Different Family Pressure:
Distinct Marriage Strategies among Chinese Lesbians
Yue Liu*, Shanghai University
Yingchun Ji, Shanghai University
Shuangshuang Yang, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: In recent decades, scholars have shown strong interests among marriage formation of
heterosexual Chinese, either the “leftover women” or “surplus men” issues, or increasing assortative mating.
Yet, the marriage pressure among homosexual Chinese, especially lesbians is less investigated. In a society of
near universal and rather early marriage, relative low acceptance of homosexuality, and recent resurgence of
Confucian patriarchal tradition, lesbians are under more marriage pressure than their gay fellows. The rapid
economic growth in the last 40 years in China has also resulted in large disparities among different regions in
the process of modernization. We have thus conducted semi-structured interviews regarding marriage
pressure with 10 lesbian couples in a small city in the Northwestern region and a metropolitan area in the
Eastern coastal region. In both cities, these young women are influenced by global gay movement and manage
to break loose from tradition; yet, at the same time, they are under societal and parental pressure of slipping
into being “leftover women” and entering a heterosexual marriage. All these women have strong desire for
economic independence, which seems to influence their capacity to o confront social and familial pressure.
However, the Northwestern small city women are concerned with their parents’ “disapproval” of their being
gay, while Eastern metropolitan women are trying to work out proper ways to “inform” their parents of their
situation. The former group tends to be negative about their future and plans a lavender marriage (xing hun).
The latter is positive about the future and many are actively planning to migrate or work overseas in a society
more tolerant about homosexuality.

Multigenerational Effects of Education on Women’s Household Decision-Making Power in
Rural China
Cheng Cheng*, Princeton University
Yu Xie, Princeton University
ABSTRACT: Past research on household decision-making has focused on the husband-wife dyad and rarely
considered the role of extended family members. This paper extends prior research by examining whether
wives’ parental education is associated with wives’ household decision-making power and whether this
association varies by husbands’ parental education. Using data from the 2010 and 2014 China Family Panel
Studies, we find that a higher level of wives’ parental education is associated with an increase in wives’
probability of having the final say on household financial decisions, net of the education of wives, husbands,
and husbands’ parents. However, the association between wives’ parental education and decision-making
power decreases as husbands’ parental education increases. Educational attainment in one generation may
have a lingering impact on the marital power of the next generation.

The Experience of Blurry individualism:
Dilemmas for Chinese female entrepreneurs in work and Private life
Lulu Li*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Jing Song, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: This study investigates the interaction between entrepreneurial dynamics and private life
among Chinese female entrepreneurs with a gendered perspective. Inspired by previous findings on the
ambiguous social status of female entrepreneurs worldwide and the impact of the mosaic status regarding
individualism in China, this study aims to find out whether entrepreneurship provides Chinese female
entrepreneurs with greater freedom in intimate and family relations, or serves as shackles to their private life,
and how female entrepreneurs deal with the relationship between work and private life in different life stages.
Drawing from in-depth interviews as well as one-year-long observation of 20 female entrepreneurs in China,
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this study finds different dilemmas and strategies among female entrepreneurs in different life stages. Single
female entrepreneurs find that their career development turns out to be a barrier for them to get married.
Married female entrepreneurs tend to seek success in both work and family, and as a result, they would
practice a strategy of “have it all” to achieve a harmonious balance between family and work. There are also
some female entrepreneurs who break away from patriarchal norms at the cost of marital stability, and they
face moral risks such as allowing their marriage to be damaged by their devotion to work. All the findings
indicate that given the context that China is at the convergence of patriarchal, socialist and market-oriented
ideologies, Chinese female entrepreneurs face the dilemma of devoting into both career development and
private life, and their strategies of doing gender have been interwoven with that of doing entrepreneurship,
which mirrored the blurry individualism of economically successful female in China.

Research on Female Doctor's Role Conflicts—In the Context of Social Change
Ying Zhu, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: The family is an important part of human social life and its role in social operation cannot be
overlooked. Under the huge background of social development and historical changes, the family structure of
the whole world is undergoing subtle changes. The relations between families and countries are also
progressively evolving to new models. In contemporary society, there are more and more professional women
entering the society from their families. Many of them are highly educated and engaged in highly specialized
work. They are generally under pressure to play both a "family role" and a "career role". After several times of
development, feminism has formed a more complete theoretical basis, and more and more women are
awakening their self-consciousness. Gender equality has always been the ultimate pursuit of feminism as well
as the important part of family policy. On this basis, the thesis uses sociological thinking to reconsider family
issues and conduct research with the normative analysis of sociology. Finally, we propose a family policy of
"socialization of housework" and strive to provide substantive help to the current social problems, taking
home construction to a new height. This thesis consists of the introduction and six chapters in total. In the
introduction, it explains how the problem originated, why the female doctor group was chosen as the research
object, and how "socialization of housework", "role conflict", "feminism" and "family policy" were clarified.
The first chapter describes the general trend of family changes in the world at present and clarifies the
changing family structure as a background summary of the following chapters. The second chapter mainly
elaborates the theory of sociology of this dissertation - the theory of "role conflict". The main body of the
article is the third, fourth and fifth chapter. The 2000 female medical staff in CFPS were selected as the
research object. It establishs consultation mechanisms and strikes boundaries between countries, families and
individuals, allow them to share responsibility, to perform their respective duties and to find a balance
between each pair of tensions. It constructs a transformational thinking of a family-based developmental
policy system. At the end of the article, I draw conclusions and put forward my outlook. "Socialization of
housework" is not only a policy guarantee but also a humane care. It is not only the needs of every family
member and every family but also the needs of the whole society. This is an important impetus for improving
family policy, building a harmonious marriage and liberating the productive forces. The full realization of
gender equality in the society and the reconstruction of the traditional gender order in the family require the
support of external forces and the expectation of a strong government role. The combing of family-country
relations also requires the government to play more positive functions.
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Working Without Wages:
Network Structure and Migrant Construction Workers’ Protests in China
Haitao Wei*, University of Hong Kong
Cheris S.C. Chan, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Under what conditions do wage arrears result in collective action? Based on a case study of
migrant construction workers in China, this article addresses the puzzle of why some workers stage protests in
response to the problem of wage arrears while some do not. The data presented were collected through
ethnographic interviews. Our findings indicate that the network structure between subcontractors and
migrant workers plays a key role in mobilizing or demobilizing labour protests. Two network structures are
identified: the satellite network -- characterized by an arm’s length relation between a subcontractor and
cliques of workers; and the spiderweb network -- characterized by strong ties between a subcontractor and all
individual workers. While the former facilitates labour protests in the case of wage arrears, the latter
constrains protests even in the face of the same problem. We thus argue that the network structure in which
workers are embedded is a critical intervening variable between precarious work and collective action.

Enclave Participation and Labor Market Outcomes of Migrants in Shenzhen
Donglin Zeng, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: The study extends prior work on enclave thesis by simultaneously exploring the association
between migrants’ enclave participation, measured as overrepresentation of group members of the same
county of origin in certain residential neighborhoods and industrial sectors, and labor market performance in
a Chinese metropolis, Shenzhen. Based on 2005 Shenzhen mini-census, we found that: 1) migrants with lower
level of human capital tend to participate in both of residential enclave and industrial enclave; and 2)
compared with those who did not participate in enclave, migrants who live in residential enclaves tend to earn
less while those who work in industrial enclaves tend to earn more; and (3) the moderating effects suggest that
enclave participations only favor those with less human capital. Enclave participation significantly increases
labor market returns to human capital among less educated migrants while decreases labor market returns to
human capital among higher educated ones. In addition, new migrants’ socioeconomic disadvantage was
mitigated by living in residential enclave with their group members but worsen by working in industrial
enclave with high level of group representation. The results suggest that group enclosure is not necessarily a
disadvantage for group members. The findings based on different measurements of enclave participation may
facilitate our understanding to the formation of migration concentration as well as the process of migrants’
assimilation and adaption in Chinese metropolis.

Globalization of the Chinese Bottom Population:
Middlemen, Multinational Swing Migration and Marginalization
Liang Su, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: Since China's reform and opening up, population mobility has become more and more common.
In this paper, we focus on a special group of low-educated population who live in the bottom of the society that
has been moving across borders several time between hometown and different cities abroad in the past 20
years. Cross-border labor intermediaries play an important role in shaping the trajectory of migration, which
is the perspective we will try to analyze. Taking the case study of the complex migration experience of Chinese
illegal workers in France, we will analyze the role of different types of multinational labor intermediaries in
their migration process. And try to answer how the different types of labor intermediaries affect the migrants
in different migration stages, and how it shapes the trajectory of the whole migration.
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The Organization Perspective in Social Integration of Migrants
Yan Wang*, Shanghai University
Liang Su, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: By using the data of “Shanghai urban Neighborhood survey”, this paper analyzes the influence
of the "situation" in the organization of migrants on social integration. The empirical results show that: (1) the
identity of the employer in the organization has a significant impact on the social integration of migrants. The
non-local employers will promote the economic integration of migrants and reduce their subjective
identification simultaneously. (2) The proportion of locals and migrant employees in the organization
significantly affects the structural integration and the subjective identification of migrants, the more migrants
in the organization, the worse the degree of integration. (3) Unfair “situation”, including wage and welfare and
opportunities for advancement in organizations, will hinder the social integration of migrants.
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Desires for Antibiotics, Prescribing Culture & Antibiotic Resistance
Nan Wang, Hunan University
ABSTRACT: Antibiotic over-prescribing and bacterial resistance is one of the biggest global public health
crises today (WHO, 2015). Despite high antibiotic prescription rates and growing resistance rates in China
(Wang et al, 2014), our understanding of this problem is still lacking. The existing literature has mostly
concluded that antibiotic over-prescribing in China is a supply-side problem, driven by financial incentives
(Currie et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012); however, the role of demand-side factors has been neglected and
unattended to. To examine caregivers' behavior and attitudes toward antibiotic treatment and their impact
on prescribing outcomes, a community-based and cross-sectional survey was conducted in 2013. A 13-item,
self-administered questionnaire was developed and distributed to caregivers of children between 3 and 10
years old regarding their most recent medical visit on child's common cold symptoms. A multi-stage and
purposive sampling method was used, and 3,056 eligible caregivers from 34 urban and rural areas
participated in the study. The mean age of the sample was 35 years; 67% were female; 24% had been educated
above college level. A total of 74% of the caregivers reported having used some forms of medication for their
child before medical visit; among them, 51% used non-prescribed oral antibiotics. A total of 13% caregivers
reported desires for oral antibiotic prescriptions, and 15% reported desires for IV infusion antibiotic
prescriptions. Results show that controlling for confounding variables, caregivers who reported having desires
for antibiotic prescriptions were 24.3% more likely to receive antibiotic prescriptions than those otherwise
(p<0.0001). In addition, caregivers being younger, with an older child, paying a follow-up visit, presenting
more symptoms, and reported more desires were significantly more likely to receive antibiotic prescriptions in
the medical visits. The results reveal that a considerably large proportion of caregivers used non-prescribed
antibiotics before medical visits. Although the percentage of caregivers reporting desires for antibiotics was
not as high as expected, the caregivers' preference for IV infusion antibiotics was a unique problem that is
consequential for antibiotic resistance. In conclusion, antibiotic over-prescribing is not solely driven by the
supply-side; caregiver desires for antibiotics has a significant impact on the prescribing outcomes. This finding
is distinct from the supply-side theory, which prevails the existing Chinese literature; however, it echoes the
findings from the US and UK country settings. Although the supply-side factor might have played a significant
role in contributing to the high prevalence of antibiotic over-prescriptions in a long period since China's
market reform, its effect has gradually transformed from direct to indirect through shaping
patients/caregivers' expectations and a prescribing culture that is prescription-saturated.

Lost in Transition: The Two Structurally Distinct Groups of Drug Addicts in Current China
Tianfu Wang, Tsinghua University
Hongzhi Xu*, Tsinghua University
ABSTRACT: Why does China encounter a large boom in the number of drug abusers since the beginning of
the 21st century? Some empirical research suggests that globalization and the Internet have led to an increase
in the number of drugs (both drug types and quantities). But this line of inquiry has ignored the role of drug
addicts as the demand side. Classic socio-psychology perspectives such as social learning theory (Akers, 1995),
life span theory (Kandel, 1980), and subculture theory (Kaplan, 1978) have been discussed in the micro-action
chain of drug-behavior of drug addicts. They certainly have improved our understanding, however, leave some
other important issues unexplained. Specifically, some empirical data show that there are two groups of
current drug addicts distributed in low and high stratums in Chinese society. Hense, this paper emphasizes
the perspective of socio-structural transition and examines the relationship between social structure and drug
abuse behavior and finds that there are actually two groups of seemingly distinct structural groups among
China's rapidly growing drug addicts. One is the lower classes or the marginalized people. They usually have
experienced grave life distress such as divorce, unemployment, a left-behind childhood or migration for lowpaid work. The reason for drug abuse of this group can be explained by the social bond theory. Lacking in
material wealth and social integration result in depression-type drug abuse. Another group is the leisure class
at the upper level of the society, usually including the “rich second generation”, entertainment stars etc. For
this group, drug abuse is more of a conspicuous consumption caused by the spiritual emptiness, namely, the
“leisure-type” drug abuser logic.
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Discussion on Five Levels of Human Cognition and Social Adaptation of Eco-migration
Zhiju Xie, Guangzhou University
ABSTRACT: Interpersonal relationship, endogenous power, social skills, and moral responsibility are four
indexes of measuring whether the eco-migration adapts to the society. HP Village provides good platform and
opportunity for the eco-migration poor households to possess these four social adaptation abilities through
the centralized settlement, multi-channel employment and “Three Changes” reform, and provides the
powerful guarantee for the sustainable social adaptation of poor households in the poverty alleviation mode of
“Three Changes” + ex-situ poverty alleviation relocation and “Three Changes” + characteristic industry.
However, even in such a resourceful village, the social adaptation of poor households is also confronted with
the difficulties of ideological ossification, insufficient endogenous power, inadequate skills, and lack of civism.
It is required to counsel the psychology of poor households, change the thinking of poor households, improve
the skills of poor households, cultivate the responsibilities of poor households, and further enhance the social
adaptation level of poor households and the effects of targeted poverty alleviation.

Medical Doctors Savaged to Death in China: Whose Fault?
Cheris S.C. Chan, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: On March 23, 2012, a medical resident in Harbin, north China, was stabbed to death by an
angry young patient. More recently on May 5, 2016, a stomatologist in Guangdong was stabbed to death by a
middle-aged patient. These were, unfortunately, not isolated incidents. Physical violence against doctors in
mainland China has been happening every year throughout the past decade. A study published as early as
2008 found that more than half of the surveyed medical professionals reported having been verbally abused,
and 3.9 percent physically assaulted, by patients in the past year. How can we explain patients’ violence
against medical professionals? In this paper, I analyze the institutional factors that have led to the increasing
tension between doctors and patients. Changes in the health care system in post-Mao China drove public
hospitals to operate according to commercialized economic principles while maintaining their socialist
appearance. The pressure to raise revenues and the low basic salaries of medical doctors lured hospitals to
associate doctors’ incomes with the economic benefits they brought to the hospitals. This resulted in a blatant
conflict of interests between doctors and patients. At the same time, while patients are increasingly aware of
their rights and lifting their expectations on medical professionals, the Chinese health insurance system
imposes a number of constraints on the professional autonomy of doctors, forcing them to select profitable
patients and treat patients unequally. These institutional problems have made doctors the scapegoat for
patients’ frustrations and anger.
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Class Difference in Parenting Styles in Urban China
Jun Li, Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences
ABSTRACT: Sociologists have made important claims about class-related values and practices in parenting.
In China, however, studies on parenting styles focus more on its consequences rather than its determinants.
The only quantitative study even concludes there is no class difference in parenting. We criticize its
methodological flaws, improve the measurement of parenting styles, disaggregate the dimensions of social
class or SES, and re-examine the class-parenting association using national and Shanghai data. Although the
two data sets are different in the measurement of parenting styles, we get similar pattern of class difference.

What Really matters for Loneliness among Left-behind Children in Rural China?
A Meta-Analytic Review
Danhua Lin, Beijing Normal University
ABSTRACT: In rural China, left-behind children are likely to suffer chronic loneliness. Research has
identified a variety of factors that may be associated with loneliness among these children. A meta-analysis is
needed to address the empirical inconsistencies and examine the strength of relations between different
factors and loneliness. The current meta-analysis included 51 studies on predictors (e.g., self-esteem) of
loneliness published from 2008 to 2017. Results showed that one individual factor (social anxiety, r = .49) is a
key risk factor for loneliness, whereas eight individual (older age, r = -.14; self-esteem, r = -.42; resilience, r = .37; extroversion, r = -.40) and contextual factors (family functioning, r = -.27; parent‒child relationship, r = .31; peer relationship, r = -.45; social support, r = -.40) serve as protective factors in predicting loneliness. In
addition, boys were more likely to feel lonely than girls (r = .07). Findings and implications of this study were
discussed.

Effects of Parenting on Children’s Academic Skills in China:
Focusing on Left-behind Children
Ming Zhao, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: Effects of parenting styles and parenting behaviors on children’s outcomes have been
consistently demonstrated. However, the extent to which parenting effects vary by household migration status
remains unclear or even untouched in the Chinese context. As the population of migrant workers rapidly
grows in China, the well-being of left-behind children calls for more attention. Using the Shanghai Urban
Neighborhood Survey in 2017, multivariate analysis shows that having a migrant parent working in a
metropolis does not influence children’s academic skills. Instead, educational expectation and parent-child
communication are the main factors. In comparison to children in non-migrant families, educational
expectation plays a stronger role in improving academic skills of children with an absent parent. Visiting home
more often may help increase left-behind children’s academic skills, but this relationship dissolves as
educational expectation and parent-child communication are considered. These findings indicate that children
in migrant families are not necessarily disadvantaged in school outcomes as their parent has higher
expectation of academic attainment for them and more communication about daily life with them.

Uncovering Social Effects of Body Weight on Youth Outcomes:
Evidence from Randomly Assigned Classrooms in China
Jinho Kim*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Francisco Olivos, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Xiaohang Zhao, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: A few empirical studies demonstrate that the effects of body weight are conditional on social
contexts with varying normative obesity environment, suggesting that the body is socially constructed. In this
study, we aim to understand social effects of body weight on youth outcomes in junior school students in
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China. First, we conceptualize and operationalize a relative measure of body weight that allows us to separate
biological and social effects. Specifically, using a large-scale, nationally representative school-based data from
the China Educational Panel Survey (CEPS), we measure students’ relative position (i.e., ordinal rank) in the
BMI distribution of their classmates, separately for female and male students. Second, in order to estimate
causal effects of relative body weight on youth outcomes, we take advantage of random assignment of
classmates to leverage a quasi-experimental research design. In this empirical strategy, we argue that
conditional on attending a given school-grade the classmate composition (e.g., classmate BMI distribution) is
as good as random because parents and their children only sort across schools based on the characteristics of
the school, not on features of the child’s classmates. Our preliminary findings indicate that within a given
school-grade students are not sorted purposefully into particular class-level characteristics, and therefore,
relative position with respect to BMI distribution in a classroom is plausibly exogenous. Using the relative
measure of body weight, we will examine whether net of absolute body weight relative body weight influences
psychological well-being and educational achievement among Chinese youth. We will also investigate
potential nonlinearity in the relationship between relative BMI and youth outcomes, and explore
heterogeneity in the estimated relative BMI effects by examining potential differences across migrant status,
socioeconomic status, and different school- or class-level characteristics.
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Resurgence of the Study of Christian Higher Education in China Since 1980s
Peter Tze Ming Ng, Lumina College Research Institute, Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Christian higher education had been totally disappeared from China after the 1950s, only to be
revived again in the past forty years since Deng Xiao Ping’s “Reform and Open Policy” (gaige kaifang) in the
early 1980s. After the issuance of Document 19 that the Chinese government began to adopt a more lenient
approach to religion, especially to those activities related to Christianity. Since then, Chinese intellectuals
started inquiring into Western ideas and philosophies including Western liberalism, Neo-Marxism,
postmodernism and Christianity. Many scholars turned to the study of Christianity for intellectual
enlightenment and psychological solace. Some felt that Christianity could fill the void of a post-Marxist
vacuum in faith, while others thought of Christianity as the foundation of Western culture and an inspiration
of ideas such as liberty, freedom, capitalistic spirit and democracy. Hence, many scholars began the study of
Christian higher education and Christian missions in China in the past century. Prof. Zhang Kai Yuan (1926- )
was the pioneer and most influential leader in the emerging field of the study of the history of Christian higher
education in China. He had been the President of Huazhong Normal University (1984-1989), which was
formerly a Christian University in Central China. (Coe, 1962) He began the First International Symposium on
the History of Pre-1949 Christian Universities in China in 1989, held at Huazhong Normal University, Wuhan,
China. (Interesting to know that there will be another conference held at the same place to celebrate the 30th
anniversary of this symposium in October, 2019). At the symposium, Zhang called for a new approach of
studying Christian higher education as one way to explore the history of East-West cultural exchanges in
modern Chinese history. Hence, Chinese scholars began to work on very positive approaches to study Pre1949 Christian universities in China. Consequently, there were many conferences held in and outside China,
many dissertations, books, papers and journal articles published on topics relating to Christian higher
education in the past three decades. The proposed paper will be an attempt to report extensively what had
happened in the past 30 years, and to illustrate the various approaches attempted and some significant works
done both within and outside China mainland. For full references, please check my attached file.

Elite Status Attainment in Late-Imperial China:
State-Centralism, Consanguinity, and Regionalism Perspectives
Guanghui Pan, Brown University
ABSTRACT: This paper aims to reveal the criteria of elite selection in the ancient era of China to compare
with the mechanisms in the Socialism era. Using an administrative dataset in Liaoning Province in the Qing
Dynasty (1644-1911), this paper treats the selection of bureaucrats in the ancient era as the proxy
measurement of elite selection and mainly finds: 1) like in the socialism period, the one’s political loyalty and
professional skills are the prominent variables determining the certificate of entering and participating in the
bureaucratic system; 2) a person would be more likely to be selected into the bureaucratic system if his family
could provide with him the networking resources, and after considering the social position of his father and
grandfather, the effects of personal political loyalty turns insignificant; 3) like the role work units play in the
attainment of social positions for individuals in the Socialism era, the villages one lives in the ancient society
in some aspects also affect the person’s success rate in the bureaucratic selection and 4) the adjacent villages
to some degree influence such probability as well. The paper also examines the effect of period (in the
early/late years of the dynasty), entrance path (taking examination vs. purchasing title), and categories of
bureaucratic position (civil position vs. military position) and finds specific patterns for the selection of the
specific type. In general, the paper looks forward to introducing the historical dimension in the discussion of
patterns of social stratification and sparking the attention on the effects of historical continuity in the two
continuous eras.

The Embeddedness Dilemma: A Study of Confucius Institutes in Germany
David A. Demes, National Tsinghua University
ABSTRACT: Since their inception in 2004, Confucius Institutes (CI)—a Chinese government-funded
initiative charged with the international promotion of Chinese language and culture—have been welcomed by
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hundreds of university campuses worldwide, however, in recent years they have also been faced with a surging
tide of suspicion because of their close affiliation with China’s party-state institutions and personnel. Criticism
of the Institutes’ work is often broad-brushed and fails to account for the CIs’ institutional and managerial
nuances. This article will attempt to fill this gap by exploring intra-CI contradictions, thereby explaining the
institutional diversity of CIs. As an organization that draws resources and personnel from both China and its
host country, Confucius Institutes are set at the intersection between two very different institutional
environments. Uncertainty created by its heavy historical and political burden has led the Chinese party-state
to employ mimetic processes in the design of the CI project, leaning heavily on such models as the German
Goethe Institute and similar western educational organizations. At the same time, normative pressures in the
form of professionalization of teaching personnel and the creation of professional networks, have in some
places reinforced the Institutes’ adherence to the party line, while in other places they have increased
institutes’ autonomy. Formal and informal pressures by both the Chinese party-state, its agents in the host
countries (i.e. Embassy personnel etc.), as well as the local institutional environment in Germany, have put CI
personnel in a difficult position, trying to adhere to both Chinese as well as German law, while simultaneously
striving for institutional legitimacy. With these institutional contradictions in mind, this article establishes a
basic typology of Confucius Institutes as they can be found in Germany, thereby providing a new perspective
to the study of Confucius Institutes and the institutionalization of international organizations. It distinguishes
the host-dominated type, characterized by a strongly embedded German staff and limited influence by
Hanban from an ideal type of cooperation, characterized by the equal influence of both sides, taking into
consideration Chinese sensitivities while not compromising on universal values of the host country. And lastly,
the Hanban-dominated type is either characterized by a complicit German staff that is more embedded in the
Chinese institutional environment than in the German one, or a strong Chinese staff and limited influence by
the German host organization and its staff inside the CI. The data for this study were collected during two
months of fieldwork in Germany. Methods employed include both participant observation in a CI classroom as
well as in-depth-interviews with CI directors and teaching staff.

Academic Returnee Policy and Knowledge Diffusion:
Case from Chinese National Talent Programs
Siqin Kang, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: In recent decades, discussions of the “brain gain” have shifted to the positive perspective since a
significant flow of scientists has been flowing back to some developing countries. China is a remarkable case
not only because of the unprecedented scale of returnee scientists but also for the campaign-style national
talent programs. However, doubts on the state effort is prevailing in China, as scholars argue that these
programs failed to bring back the best full time. This study would like to test the effectiveness of two most
prominent national talent programs, Changjiang Scholar Plan and 1000 Talent Plan, in a diasporas option
perspective. Specifically, I will examine the scientific collaboration between participants in national talent
programs, especially the part time returnees who keep their overseas job and work in mainland for only 2-3
months a year. A panel data including 371 program participants and non-participants from US is constructed
to test the hypothesis. Results show a significantly positive effect of both full-time scheme and part time
scheme participation on all three indicators: paper registered under Chinese institutions, co-authorship and
connection to domestic institutions. Further analysis found that returnee scientists holding administrative
position, in a better university has additional positive effect for co-publication. And being alumni in the
affiliated university has no significant effect.

Academic Achievement or Social Ties: The Selection of Scientific Elites in China
Canhui Liu, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: Scientific elites are important in the development of science. And the selection process and
criteria of scientific elites determine the sustainability of science ecosystem. The selection of scientific elites
will help us understand the tension of two pairs of relationships – formal and informal institutions and
professional and political systems. China just provides a good opportunity to explore the topic due to the
special role of scientific elites in the macro social system. Thus, this research tried to analyze the selection
mechanism of China’s scientific elites. Generally, the membership of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
stands for the highest evaluation in Chinese academic system. So, the research focused on the selection of CAS
Member. Based on preliminary results, there are three main findings. First, social tie such as hometown tie
and college tie and academic achievement such as citations of published paper will affect the selection of
scientific elites in China. But second finding explained the influence mechanisms of different ties are various,
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which is related to the growth of institutionalization and network characteristic. With the growth of
institutionalization in selection process, the effect of social tie will turn to more subtle forms. The institution
tie that is most obvious will be avoided, but some subtle social ties such as college tie and hometown tie will
replace the institution tie to affect the selection result. The emergence of these subtle ties is also related to
network patterns. The scattered network will benefit to create connections of candidates and general assembly
such as hometown tie and college tie. It may explain the substitution of various social ties. And the effect of
social tie is powerful in the process of first nomination. For multiple nominations, the social tie will lose
efficiency and the academic factors will play a more important role. Third, the intervention of political system
is also seen in the results. The field distribution of state funding will affect the probability of eligibility. It
represents the leading of political system on professional system.
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Earnings Returns to Tertiary Education in Urban China, 1988–2008
Hua Ye, Sun Yat-sen University
ABSTRACT: The past decade has witnessed an unprecedented expansion of higher education in China,
which has generated a heated debate both in the mass media and in scholarly research on the efficacy of rapid
expansion of higher education. Employing eight data sets from national surveys conducted between 1988 and
2008, I examine earnings returns over time to tertiary education relative to upper secondary education in
urban China. A trend of an increasing college premium is found. However, this trend reversed after the mid2000s, when the cohort of college graduates who were affected by the dramatic expansion of higher education
after 1999 entered the labor market. It is also found that the increasing share of employment in the market
sector contributes to the rise of college premium, while the relative oversupply of graduates from tertiary
education lower earnings returns to university education.

Who Falls Behind in the College Premium? Heterogeneity, Selection and the Policy Effect
of Educational Expansion on Earnings in Reforming China
Maocan Guo, Harvard University
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the social origin heterogeneity in the college premium in the context of
educational expansion. Considering that both the quantity and quality of college graduates have changed
under educational expansion, it provides an identification strategy to estimate the treatment effects in a
double-treatment setting: the 1999 college expansion in China. Specifically, to determine who have been truly
affected by the expansion policy, it adopts the marginal treatment effect framework to identify the causal effect
of college on labor market outcomes, and use a difference-in-difference approach to identify the policy effect
of educational expansion. By using a variety of national representative survey data on reforming China, it finds
that the “true” college premium is rather small for the after-expansion cohort, and much of the change in the
college premium is due to changes in the composition of ability among the college graduates. Results also
show that college premium declines more after the expansion for rural children in the top percentiles than for
their urban counterparts. It is thus the rural children of the top percentiles that fall behind in the college
premium under China’s recent educational expansion.

College Education as An Equalizer? Occupational Choices of First-Generation College
Students in Post-Revolution China
Hao Dong*, Peking University
Xiaoguang Fan, Zhejiang University
ABSTRACT: This paper studies how ascribed and achieved educational statuses jointly shape individual
occupational choices in the developing world, where first-generation college students rise to the majority of
educated elites. Taking advantage of the dramatic changes in the post-revolution China, we compare
individuals of vastly different experiences in economy and education by birth cohorts (Post-WWII/Limited
Education 1945-1958, Cultural Revolution/Disrupted Education 1959-1978, and Economic Reform/Expanded
Education 1979-1990), and by birth regions (West, Middle and East). We make use of the nationally
representative Chinese Labor-force Dynamics Study 2016 data and compare first-generation college students
(1GCSs) with second-generation college students (2GCSs), as well as others without college education. Our
preliminary findings suggest noteworthy differences between 1GCSs and others. Overall, 1GCSs tend to attain
professional and managerial occupations, especially for those from East and Middle, those born before the
Economic Reform era, and males. Between 1GCSs and 2CGSs, differences in choosing a state, market or other
sector to start is however trivial. These findings highlight salient family influence on top of individual
achievement. Moreover, effects of such two-generational ‘package’ in educational attainment on occupational
choices can be further moderated by differences and changes in social, economic, and political contexts. Our
further analysis aims at disentangling the mechanisms resulting in such differences, for example, aspiration
for hard working and appreciation of college education among 1GCSs.
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Education based Labor Market?
Family Origin and College Graduates’ First Job Earnings in China
Zhonglu Li, Shenzhen University
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the classic question in China context through exploring a rich data set of
college students panel survey collected in Beijing universities. Empirical analysis shows that there is no
significant association between parents’ resources and college graduates’ earnings if we only analyze the
selected sample in the job market. However, the wage association related to parents’ resources becomes
positively significant when controlling the selection entering job market. This finding suggests that the
seemingly meritocracy-based job market for undergraduates is caused by the fact that graduates from
advantaged families delay their entry into the competition for jobs and make further investment in their
educational credentials.

Credential Effect and Elite University Returns in China:
A Fuzzy Regression Discontinuity Design
Bing Tian*, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Xiaogang Wu, International Chinese Sociological Association
ABSTRACT: In estimating the effect of elite university attainment on labor market outcomes, researchers
find obstacles both to rule out selection bias and to determine the mechanisms. We employ a fuzzy regression
discontinuity (RD) method to figure out the causal effect of attending an elite university (the top 3 universities
in Beijing): the overall elite university return on individuals' first occupation income becomes not significantly
different from zero under fuzzy RD design. Besides, we find that elite university return is significantly larger in
non-local labor markets than in local market, and elite university credentials get paid only in non-local
markets. It suggests that credential effect would be a more important mechanism in explaining elite university
graduates' premium. Our research contribute to researches on tertiary education horizontal stratification and
education returns; it also adds to the conventional debates between human capital theory and signaling theory
/ credentialism in explaining why education pays.
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The Change of Occupational Assortative Mating in China: 1978-2015
Wang Peng*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Tony Tam, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: As an indicator of social openness and fluidity, homogamy is not only the manifestation of
social stratification, but also has an impact on the outcome of stratification. Since the implementation of
reform and opening-up policy, China's society has experienced a huge change, which also leads to a great
change of the pattern of assortative mating. Former researchers focus more on educational and income's
assortative mating, while pay less attention on occupational assortative mating. Research related to this topic
does not do well in dealing with the problem of structural change. In this paper, we use macro data of national
census and sample surveys of population and micro data of CGSS2005-2015 to study the change of the pattern
of occupational assortative mating in China. With the approach of rank-rank analysis, we find that the degree
of occupational homogamy has shown a tendency of slight fluctuating change since the reform and opening up,
the farming class's homogamy has continuously declined during last several decades while the homogamy of
nonfarming classes has increased during this period. This research indicates that China's pattern of assortative
mating is under great impact of structural factors, including the change of institutional structure and
occupation structure. The combined influence leads to the relatively stable trend of overall change. Thus
ignoring the constraints of structural factors will have a negative impact on the accuracy of the measurement
of occupational homogamy. Besides, rank-rank analysis incorporates the macro-structural data into the
calculation of micro-data, eliminating the effect of occupational structure changes on homogamy to some
extent. Finally, this paper has a discussion about the possible change direction of occupational homogamy and
its effect on social stratification and mobility. The author believes that the overall occupational homogamy will
remain relatively steady within a certain period, but it may see a rise after that.

Urban-Rural Marriage Market Segregation in Contemporary China
Yanrong Wang, Huazhong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: We classify marriage markets by urban-rural divide. Our aims are comparing the different
patterns of educational assortative mating and measuring various social distances for educational groups
within and across urban and rural areas in China. Data are pooled from 2000 China Population Census data
and 2005 Chinese mini-census data. Log-linear and association models are adopted and major findings are as
follows: firstly, the marriage market is with an increasing trend of intrinsic association of education in rural
China, while the trend in urban China has been shown in a plateau in 2000s. Secondly, there are variations
across different educational levels on the degree of marriage homogamy in rural and urban China. Thirdly,
males and females show different education assortative mating mechanisms especially in rural China.

Are the More Educated Less Likely to Divorce?
Changing Educational Gradient of Divorce in China
Haoming Song, Brown University
ABSTRACT: The relationship between education and divorce has changed from positive to negative in
developed countries, in part due to the decline of divorce costs. Having experienced tremendous family
changes during the past 40 years, China provides an interesting case in studying this relationship as a
developing country, where economic and social cost associated with divorce are still high. In this paper, I
explore whether the negative educational gradient of divorce exists in China and offer explanations based on
my in-depth interviews in China. Using data from the Survey of Chinese Women’s Social Status in 2010, a
nationally representative survey, my analysis shows that less educated individuals are more likely to divorce
than their highly educated counterparts among those who married over the 2000-2010 period. The in-depth
interviews with divorced people shed light on why divorce risks differ among people of different education.
Possible explanations include China’s changing gender relations, selection into marriage, economic factors,
and specific cultural features. This paper contributes to the understanding of the relationship between
education and divorce in a developing context like China.
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Rising Cohabitation in China: Flexible Intimacy and Persistent Marriage
Weiwen Lai*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Jing Song, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: China has witnessed a significant increase of non-marital cohabitation. Less is known about
what the role cohabitation is in relation to marriage. Using a mixed-methods approach, this study investigates
how individuals perceive their cohabiting relationship. Results suggest that cohabitation is embraced widely as
a flexible intimate relationship. Yet, the flexibility of cohabitation is eventually to serve the importance of
marriage institution. Our study provides a contextual understanding of the relationship between cohabitation
and marriage in China.

Changes of Mate Selection Criteria in the Context of Skyrocketing House Price
Yuchun Gao, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: Background China has undergone profound social and economic changes one of which is the
skyrocketed house price in urban areas. This in turn significantly impacts marriage market. As a country
where marriage is regarded as the main affair of one’s life, it is not too surprised that in China singles often
subject to constant pressure of lobbying marriage. In order to find a marriageable candidate, many singles
turn to online dating platform to publish personal ads. Method Content analysis is used to identify the
changes of mate selection criteria. To match the change of real estate—start to climbing after 2008 in Beijing,
the data was drawn from two cohort: first half of the year 2008 and 10 years later. Result (1) Evolutionary
attributes: men consistently prefer younger women and place greater emphasis on appearance. Women weigh
heavily on height and prefer older husband. Overweight partner is not appreciated by either gender. (2)
Economic attributes: education is consistently cherished in selecting a spouse. For Chinese men, they are
increasingly choosy about partners’ financial status due to huge living pressure in major cities. Women at the
same time, have a higher proportion of possessing a house, and in turn have higher expectation on partners
property ownership. The most impressive change lies in the requirement of the partner’s family background.
That is, both sexes expect to marry someone from an urban family, whose parents still maintain a good health
and are insured by pension program. The bottom line is that the family should not pose additional burden to
the young couple in the future. (3) Emotional attributes: despite of emphasis on physical and economic
factors, the majority of Chinese singles expect to find a soul mate. This is mirrored by the fact that personality
is the most concerned trait by both genders. Both men and women are much more demanding on prospective
spouses’ family atmosphere and historical romantic relationship, for fearing of incompatible in-laws
relationship and entangled historical relationship erode marital stability.
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Migration and Health in China: Linking Sending and Receiving Societies
Senhu Wang, University of Cambridge
ABSTRACT: China’s large-scale rural-to-urban migration has stimulated extensive debates about potential
consequences of geographical mobility for population health. While existing research pre-dominantly focused
on migrants’ health at the post-migration stage in host societies, the complex and nuanced relationship
between migration and health throughout the full cycle of China’s internal migration remains understudied.
Drawing on nationally representative data from the 2010 China General Social Survey (N = 1,660), this
research investigates variations in migrants’ physical and mental health across four distinct stages of the full
migratory cycle, namely intended migration, temporary migration, permanent migration and return migration.
Consistent with the “healthy migrant” and “salmon” hypothesis, we found that intended migrants have better
physical and mental health than rural residents with no migration intention, and migrants have better
physical and mental health than return migrants. The health disparity between non-migrants and migrants is
more pronounced in physical than in mental health and largely explained by the selective demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics of the latter. Moreover, rural-to-urban migration is associated with adverse
physical and mental health consequences, particularly among permanent migrants. The findings suggest
potential physical and mental health risks associated with rural-to-urban migration during migrants’
assimilation process in China. We underline the need to link sending and receiving societies in examining the
role played by migration in shaping population health. Keywords: China; hukou; mental health; migratory
stage; physical health; rural-to-urban migration.

Research on the Status, Determinants and Health Outcomes of Floating Population’s
Health Literacy
Shafei Gu, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: China has the largest domestic migration population (“floating population”) worldwide;
however, due to the imperfection of relevant systems and policies, the floating population is marginalized and
faced with relatively high risk on health. As floating population is a significant component of China’s labor
market, its health status is an important manifestation of the principles of equity and justice that are
emphasized by the “Healthy China” strategy. Health literacy has significant influence on health, the promotion
of people’s health literacy is also a major initiative to advance the “Healthy China” strategic plan; at present,
the health literacy of floating population is quite limited and seldom concerned, which would lead to the
limited capacities of coping with health risks, as well as maintaining and improving health. Based on a survey
conducted in Xi’an City, this paper focuses on the status, determinants and health outcomes of the health
literacy of floating population, and puts forward relevant policy suggestions on how to promote health literacy
of floating population, how to improve quality of relevant basic public health services, and how to improve
related policies. The main results of this research are as follows: in the aspect of status analysis, the health
literacy of floating population is limited generally, especially in terms of health knowledge and health behavior.
In the aspect of determinants, the health literacy of floating population is influenced by multiple factors,
including health education services provided by the destination city, demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics, migration features, as well as social support and environment features; health education
service in destination city has not played a role in promoting health literacy of floating population, but among
those who have participated in health education services contents and approaches of health education have
different effects; education level, social support and environment features are important influencing factors as
well; in addition, these factors show different influencing effects on different dimensions of health literacy. In
the aspect of health outcomes, the health literacy is a strong predicting factor of the health of floating
population; health concepts have significantly positive effect on the mental health of floating population, while
health behaviors have significantly positive effects both on physical health and mental health of floating
population.
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Negotiating Patrilocality: How Dagongmei Posit Themselves upon Return to Rural Home?
Yuchen Han, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
ABSTRACT: China’s economic miracle in the post-Mao era is greatly contributed by the laborious work of
the millions of rural-urban Dagongmei. Driven by numerous structural forces, most of this group of women
return to their places of origin after extended experiences in the urban centers. Previous studies on returnee
Dagongmei mainly argue on their in-adaption to the original rural life and their disadvantaged position in
both the patriarchal order and the rural social network even though their economic negotiation power had
once raised. Against the backdrop of 2008 financial crisis that huge amount of capital and industries were
relocated into the hinterland from coastal regions, this study explores the specific lived experiences of the
Dagongmei who choose to work in the local newly established indusial zone or even initiate home factories
upon their return. Ethnographic studies were conducted in 2012, 2014 and 2016, in a fourth-tier hinterland
region in China. More than 100 interviews were conducted and 22 life stories were documented. This study,
on the one hand, echoing with the previous researches, finds returnee Dagongmei’s sense of tension and
frustration in terms of in-adaptable gender roles and identities in the original patriarchal pattern largely due
to their migration experience. On the other hand, it uncovers these women’s strategies and logics in making
use of their past migration experience to work in the industrial zone nearby keeping an arm length distance
from home to negotiate personal freedom and challenge patrilocality. For the entrepreneurial returnee
Dagongmei who run small factories right back at home, they cooperate with patrilocal culture in attracting
capable returnee Dagongmei and practice patrilocality-oriented management strategies in manufacturing
efficiency. Meanwhile, in the process of pursuing entrepreneurship locally, they have changed the original
patrilocal norm in their own households. In sum, returnee Dagongmei make use of their migration experience
to resist, negotiate and cooperate with patrilocality in striving for personal liberation upon their return. This
study sheds lights on a looming transition of patrilocality in rural China today triggered by the group of
returnee Dagongmei in the context of the relocation of coastal capital into hinterland, as a footnote of China’s
social transformation after the four-decade’s market reform which started from rural villages.

The Causal Effect of Dialect Skill on Migrants’ Social Assimilation:
Empirical Evidence from China
Mengyu Liu, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the relations between dialect skill and migrants’ residence. The dialect is a
proxy for culture, and migrants’ residence is related to their social assimilation. My focus is on whether
migrants with better dialect skill are more likely to live in the local community. The main data set analyzed is
CLDS2012, and both probit and OLS estimation methods are utilized. Results show that migrants who speak
local dialects well tend to live in the community which mainly consists of local residents. Holding other factors
constant, a level of dialect skill better, the probability of living in the local community increases by 2.7 percent,
and the percentage of local residents in the community increase by 3.8 percent. To solve the endogeneity
issues, I employ the dialect distance as an instrumental variable for dialect skill. IV estimates confirm the
causal relations between dialect skill and migrants’ residence. The channel of communication barrier is also
ruled out by considering migrants’ Putonghua skill. Based on the rigorous empirical evidence, this study
reveals the effect of cultural adaption on migrants’ social assimilation.
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How Culture Influences Technology Use:
Face-Work and Disclosure on WeChat Moments
Xiaoli Tian, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: The phenomenon of excessive disclosure online is well documented but poorly understood.
Based on in-depth interviews of WeChat users, this study examines why people disclose personal information
on WeChat Moments, and why some disclose more than others. The findings reveal that users are compelled
to post and share on WeChat Moments, not because they feel like it, but in order to look normal. That’s why
even though WeChat was primarily an instant messaging app, it’s also known for its “Moments” function. On
WeChat Moments, users disclose information via photos and text to their contacts. Yet users are restrained;
they must navigate the socio-cultural minefield of maintaining face, while validating and avoiding discrediting
the face of others. As a result, there is little expression of true opinions, or actual views or personalities on
WeChat. Instead, WeChat Moments has become a platform for convergence. This research highlights how
cultural norms of interpersonal relationships influence people’s use of technology.

Based on the Night-time Light:
Is the Poverty Evaluation of National Poverty County Accurate?
Chenchen Ye*, Nanjing University
Binbin Tang, Nanjing University
ABSTRACT: The accurate poverty evaluation is an important basis for objective and scientific poverty
alleviation. Since 1990s, China has gone through three stages of poverty alleviation and identified the statelevel povertystricken county. Whether the evaluation result is objective, fair and reasonable, it is a problem
that needs to be squarely faced. Based on this, we use DMSP/OLS night-time light to test and analyze the
evaluation results of the national poverty county. We find that (1) in general, the number of the national
poverty county with nonweak average nighttime light has been over 40%. (2) This bias has regional differences.
(3) The main reason for the biased errors is the interaction between the policy factors which take care of the
old revolutionary base areas, minority nationality regions as well as frontier areas, and the leader’s factors.

Gender Differences in Internet Use and Mental Health:
The Case of Shanghai, China
Yuan Hao*, Shanghai University
Jingyue Wang, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: Using data from Shanghai Urban Neighborhood Survey (N=6700), this paper examines gender
differences in the relationship between internet use and individuals’ mental health. The results from negative
binomial regression models show that those women using internet more frequently than other women would
have better mental health. In contrast, the frequency of using internet has no significant impact on mental
health among men. This gender difference is statistically significant in the interaction effect model. Moreover,
commenting and transferring online news could reduce mental health of both men and women. In addition,
educational level, economic income, hukou, marital status, physical health and work status are also related to
mental health.

Do Internet Users Care About Where Their Data are Stored? An Exploratory Study on
Internet Users’ Online Privacy Concern in China
Fan Xiao, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Online privacy concern about user self-disclosure has been studied long since the boom of
online marketing and the later development of social networking sites (SNS) (Hoffman, Novak & Peralta, 1999;
Phelps, Nowak & Ferrell, 2000; Yang, 2014; Hallam & Zanella, 2017). Various factors have been examined as
to have effects on users’ privacy concern, including Internet use fluency (Stone, Gueutal, Gardner & McClure,
1983; Hoffman et al., 1999), education level (Sheehan, 2002), former online experiences (Metzger, 2004) etc.
Internet users often conceive the Internet as an open space with abundant information flowing anywhere, but
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the reality is that, online information is strongly related to physical locations and national boundaries.
Because data need to be stored in one or several specific database(s) located on specific geographic site(s).
Especially in an era where national conflicts are getting serious again with the rising of “digital protectionism”
(Aaronson, 2015, p.674). While users’ concerns and attitude toward information security have great
implications on technological development and policy-making, their specific questions about location privacy
are less studied by privacy researchers. This study, therefore, seeks to further the literature by conducting an
exploratory inquiry of Internet users’ privacy concern about data location. Applying the method of in-depth
interviews, this study tries to find out not only whether Internet users concern about data location, but also
reasons behind the surface, in the regional context of China. Our analysis shows that, although most people
expressed a moderate to high concern about online privacy, they tend to have less awareness of data
geolocation. Two kinds of paradox were observed, attitude-action paradox and concern-awareness paradox.
Users show less care about data location not because this is not important, on the contrary, they are pretty
aware of potential harms in their carelessness. The lack of knowledge and the lack of efficient regulations and
agencies are two main resources of users’ feeling of disempowerment. This study contextually echoes the
academic debate about the existence and legitimation of Internet users’ privacy/benefit trade-off. While
providing evidence for users’ resignation of privacy, this paper also calls for attention from both academic
researchers and government regulators. The complexation of online information exchange is impeding
consumers in making responsible choices.
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Social Change in an Economic Restructuring Society:
Comparative Study of Vietnam and China
Hung Ngoc Le, University of Education, Hanoi National University
ABSTRACT: Social change has been studied by from different classical theoretical points of views such as in
economical determinism by Karl Marx, rationalization theory by Marx Weber and modernization theories,
emphasizing the role of technical advancements and other modern and contemporary theories. However,
while examining social changes in Vietnam and China there need to include institutional and policy
approaches of Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson. At the same time, there need to take into account of
features of the dual transition process from the subsidized command economy to the market economy and
from under-development to development. This initial comparative study uses available national statistical
data and people’s living standard surveys of Vietnam and China to explore similarities and differences in social
changes in terms of changes in the social stratification systems. The findings will contribute to clarify some
theoretical issues of social change in an economic restructuring society and provide several policy implications
on rich making and poverty reduction for the sustainable and inclusive development.

“People Are Connected With Each Other”: The Social Distance Between Burmese and
Chinese and Its Influencing Factors: Based on the Analysis of Myanmar General Social
Survey Data (MGSS2015)
Qinghong Xu, Yunnan University
ABSTRACT: “People are connected with each other” is an important part of the construction of the “Belt and
Road”. The social distance between Chinese and the residents of the countries along the “Belt and Road” can
reflect the degree of communication among the people to a certain extent. This paper uses the 2015 Myanmar
General Social Survey (MGSS) data to provide an in-depth analysis of the social distance of the Burmese to the
Chinese and its influencing factors. The study found that the level of education and frequency of watching
foreign programs are important factors affecting the distance between Burmese and Chinese. Jointly carrying
out educational actions and cultural exchanges will be an important measure to promote the “People are
connected with each other” between the two countries and contribute to the smooth implementation of the
"One Belt, One Road" initiative.

State, Market and Modernization in Brazil:
The Social Mobility in the Top of the Class Structure
Ian Prates, University of São Paulo
ABSTRACT: This paper aims at analyzing the role of the public and private sector in promoting upward
social mobility to the top of the class structure in Brazil in the past 50 years by investigating in which extent
state and market shape inequality of opportunities. I address this point from a perspective that privileges the
transformation in the Brazilian’s system of professions. This system reflects the historical interplay between
three autonomous institutional systems: the division of labor, the higher education system and professional
regulation. The State is a central actor not just because it regulates the production of credentials and
monopolies. But also, because the way it organizes the economic activity and the welfare services create new
markets, constrain and legitimate the professional services. Data and Methodology Firstly, I use multinomial
logit (Breen and Kalrson, 2014) models to estimate the differential effects of social origin (measured by the
Isei of the father’s occupation and father’s education) in the probabilities to upward social mobility in four
different professional strata: i) Lower Level Professionals (Private Sector); ii) Lower Level Professionals
(Public Sector); iii) Upper-Level Professionals (Private Sector), and iv) Upper-Level Professionals (Public
Sector). In a second step, I use log-linear models (Xie, 1992; Erikson and Goldthorpe, 1992) to estimate the
immobility propensity of the professionals in the public and in the private sectors, as well as the odds-ratio to
upward to social mobility between professional classes and lower classes. All models are estimated separately
for men and woman. The data is from the Brazilian National Household Sample Surveys of 1973, 1996 and
2014. Main findings I show that the public sector has increased its role in promoting upward mobility to the
higher ranks positions within the occupational structure over time. On the other side, this process has been
counterbalanced by the reduction in upward mobility in the private sector during the past two decades. I argue
that these trends must be understood as a result of the transformation in the Brazilian System of Professions,
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especially: i) the increase in the division of labor driven by industrialization and modernization over the 20th
century; ii) the diversification in the higher education system and in the professional regulation; and iii) the
rationalization and modernization of the Brazilian Public Sector.

Marital Status and Parent-child Relationship in East Asia:
A Comparison of China, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan
Ka U Ng*, McGill University
Chih-Jou Jay Chen, Academia Sinica
ABSTRACT: The study investigates how women’s marital status affects parent-child relationships and filial
piety in East Asia. It examines what factors lead to different behavioral patterns of providing financial support
and care to parents. East Asian societies share a Confucian cultural basis, but there are still significant crossnational variations regarding norms in family and marriage. On the one hand, marriage is regarded as a
transition to adulthood. Being an adult, married women are expected to provide more financial support to
their parents than their unmarried counterparts. On the other hand, marriage undermines the family
connection between women and their origin families. Married women are supposed to provide less financial
support to their parents than the unmarried women. Using two waves of East Asia Social Survey from 2006 to
2016, we find that (1) Japanese adult children are much less likely to provide financial support and care to
their parents than their counterparts in other East Asian societies; (2) married women are more likely to
provide financial support to their parents than their unmarried counterparts in South Korea, whereas married
women are less likely to financially support their parents than unmarried women in Japan. While marital
status may lead to differences in financial support to parents, there may also be the social norm of marriage
that affects the impact of marital status on parent-child relationship.
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The Media Representation of Fatherhood in 20th Century China
Xuan Li, New York University Shanghai
ABSTRACT: The father’s roles in child development and family life attract increasing public attention in
today’s China, yet little is known about how fatherhood was understood in modern Chinese history. Existing
social science research on fatherhood focuses on either European or North American fathers (LaRossa, 1997;
Lorentzen, 2013; Stearns, 1991; Rotundo, 1985; Tosh, 1996), or contemporary non-western (including Chinese)
fathers (Inhorn, Chavkin, & Navarro, 2014; Shwalb, Shwalb, & Lamb, 2013; Roopnarine, 2015). This study
explores the representation of fathers in newspapers of Republican, Socialist, and Reform-Era China. Content
analyses of 219 relevant articles from national and local newspapers during these three periods suggest that
the father was consistently seen as an Educator, a role that appeared in approximately half of all articles
(51.6%). The father was often depicted as the Owner of his children prior to 1949 (in 40.4% articles) and
during the early Socialist Era, although the prevalence of this role decreased dramatically after the 1950s (10.2%
from the Reform-Era). The Caregiver and Playmate roles seldom seen before 1978 but witnessed a sharp
increase in the 1990s. Interestingly, the father’s role as the Provider, which was common during the
Republican Era (46.2%), dropped during the Socialist-Era (8.2%) but rose again in the Reform-Era (29.7%).
These findings indicate that the father has been seen as a key figure in child development in 20th-century
China, with the Educator role at its centrality. Cross-era comparisons showed a relatively recent trend in the
fatherhood culture towards greater involvement in childrearing through care and interaction, although the
departure from the power-asserting patriarch took place much earlier. Reform-era Chinese fathers also
reassumed the breadwinner after the state retreated in welfare provision. Taken together, this study provides a
nuanced, multifaceted depiction of the changing fatherhood culture in modern China.

Exposure to Double Uncertainties: Scientific Uncertainty, Market Uncertainty, and
Gendered Burden in Urban China
Jialin Li, University of Illinois at Chicago
ABSTRACT: In this article, I use radiation-shielding maternity clothes as a window to explore the
intersection among class, motherhood, and reproductive uncertainty in urban China. By engaging with two
bodies of literature scientific uncertainty and intensive mothering, I argue that the scientific uncertainty over
the possible negative impact of electromagnetic radiation on pregnant women has created a space in China
where state government, business agents, and scientific community/social media negotiate for political,
economic, and scientific power. Middle-class mothers do not fully trust the radiation-shielding maternity
clothes are scientifically trustworthy. However, under the influence of social network (colleagues, family
members) as well as the ambient awareness of the reproductive crisis (such as it’s getting more and more
difficult to have a healthy child due to the overwhelmed pollution and/or the pressure of modern life after
forty years’ unprecedented economic development), middle-class mothers still choose to put on the clothes for
various periods of time during pregnancy for psychological feelings of safety.

The Hero and the Caregiver: Gendered Narratives in Chinese Children’s Textbooks
Hao Zheng*, New York University Shanghai
Xuan Li, New York University Shanghai
Lixian Cui, New York University Shanghai
Sebastian Cherng, International Chinese Sociological Association
ABSTRACT: Gender inequality in China has been increasing since its market reform (Ji et al 2017).
Underlying much of this shift is gendered ideologies; therefore it is vital to examine a nearly ubiquitous source
of information that explicitly teaches social norms: government sanctioned school textbooks. Existing studies
have shown that teaching materials that present unequal portrayals of male and female may influence
students’ conception of gender (Lu 2014). However, few studies have analyzed gender messages in Chinese
textbooks. In this study, we examined implicit gender messages in Chinese middle school (seventh, through
ninth-grade) textbooks for Moral Education, a course required for all Chinese middle school students. We
coded all written texts, which included paragraphs, picture captions, and conversations, for socioemotional,
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physical and moral characteristics associated with male and female figures. We also coded how male and
female figures were discussed as individuals and within the family, school, and broader social contexts.
Overall, the textbooks contained more and richer descriptions of male compared to female figures, which was
consistent with previous studies (Han and Liang 2012; Wang 2010). The textbooks also reinforced rigid
gender binaries: males were not only described as holding more powerful and public roles but also imaged as
national heroes or moral models who sacrificed themselves for the greater social good. At the same time, male
figures were strongly attached to virtues, they were also solely used for criminal or delinquency cases, which
created a hero or villain binary picture of the male. In contrast, females were depicted as more confined in the
private sphere and willing to sacrifice for family. There were also few descriptions of women as deviant.

Gender Differences in the Relationship between Relative Ability and Aspiration in STEM
Careers
Jinho Kim*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Xiaohang Zhao, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Although empirical evidence has shown that cognitive ability (or intelligence) plays a critical
role in the pursuit of STEM careers (science, technology, engineering, and math) among adolescents, little is
known about the underlying mechanisms linking cognitive ability to the development of STEM careers. Socialpsychological frameworks suggest that we may learn more about the impact of cognitive ability by
contextualizing the meaning of an individual’s ability in reference to other students’ ability in the school
settings. Building on social comparison theory and stereotype threat theory, we argue that ability rank
influences aspiration in STEM careers, even net of underlying ability. Ability rank may shape students’
academic self-concept on math, which may in turn affect aspiration in STEM careers. Alternatively, ability
rank may increase students’ STEM aspiration through repeated teacher recognition for their ability and math
skills. To evaluate these research questions, we draw on data from China Educational Panel Survey (CEPS)
2013-14 and leverage quasi-experimental variations in class-level ability composition within the same grade
and school. We will examine the impact of ability rank on STEM aspirations as well as potential mechanism
variables such as academic self-concept on math and math teachers’ recognition. We will also further explore
whether and how these effects are especially greater among male students. In doing so, we will focus on the
potential moderating role of gender stereotypes on math ability.
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An Examination of Changing Marriage and Fertility Preferences
Sampson Lee Blair, State University of New York
ABSTRACT: China has undergone considerable social and economic change over recent decades and, more
recently, has altered its fertility policies. Using data from recent surveys of Chinese college students, this
study examines the contextual factors associated with young women’s marriage and fertility preferences. The
analyses demonstrate that, over recent years, young women express a significant preference for later ages at
first marriage, fewer numbers of children, and a later age at first birth. Pro-natalist attitudes and gender role
attitudes are shown to have strong associations with both marriage and fertility aspirations in recent years.
Peer influence is shown to be significantly associated with marriage preferences, while parental characteristics
are shown to significantly influence fertility preferences. While individual traits such as school performance
yield significant associations, such effects are not as strong as anticipated. The results are discussed within the
developmental paradigm, with focus upon the potential influence of cultural globalization and changing
Chinese gender roles.

Is There a Chinese Model of the Second Demographic Transition?
Jia Yu, Peking University
ABSTRACT: Second Demographic Transition (SDT) is the major theoretical framework to explain the recent
trend of very low fertility rate and diversity of union and family types. Although past studies have observed the
SDT in many societies, whether it can be applied to the East Asian societies is still controversial. Capitalizing
on data from Chinese Census and China Family Panel Study, we provide estimates of the primary SDT
indicators. We find that union formation in China has trended increasingly towards patterns observed in the
West, including the delayed marriage age and high premarital cohabitation rate. Despite a below replacement
level fertility, childless remain rare among married Chinese couples, and less than 1 percent of childbirths are
out-of-wedlock. Divorce rate increased slightly across cohorts and will not exceed 10 percent by our estimation.
Our research implies that the pace and magnitude of family changes associated with the SDT might vary a lot,
especially in a society like China with the collision of rapid modernization and traditional Confucianism.

The Prevailing Balance Preference:
A Strategical Choice—A Study on Parental Gender Preference of China
Yuling Wu, Peking University
ABSTRACT: This study examines sex preference for children among married people aged 20-49 in China
with special attention given to the preference for gender balance. By using data from 2010, 2013 and 2015
Chinese General Social Surveys (CGSS), it is found that gender balance has become the most prevailing
preference, whereas son preference, daughter preference and gender indifference are at low levels. Traditional
gender role attitudes are found to play roles in boosting both son preference and balance preference.
Additionally, people who view adult children should provide for old-age care and support increasingly yearn
for a balanced number of boys and girls rather than more sons or more daughters. People in rural areas where
there is absence of well-established old age security system and traditional culture for son preference has long
been existed show stronger desire for gender balance than urban residents, whereas urbanites are more likely
to have daughter preference than rural people. The findings indicate that the prevalence of gender balance is
due in substantial part to the changing expectations concerning the family responsibilities between men and
women in the context of the growing burden of ageing rather than the lessened traditional gender role
attitudes. We argue that gender balance particularly in rural people is more a strategical choice in their dealing
with the culturally rooted son preference in the new context. This paper seeks to discuss further implications
of these findings on gender inequality and family planning policy.
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Between Tradition and Modernity: The Driving Force of Chinese Fertility
Menghan Zhao, Renmin University of China
ABSTRACT: Previous studies on the historical dynamics between fertility and gender equity within
households in developed societies depict a U-shaped relationship. However, few studies have tested the
applicability of this U-shape depiction on less developed societies. Capitalizing on three waves of data from the
Chinese General Social Survey, we use structural equation modeling to test the association between Chinese
women’s fertility intentions and their gender-role attitudes. The results suggest that both the ‘modern’ (with
more egalitarian gender-role ideology) and ‘traditional’ (with less egalitarian gender-role ideology) women
show higher fertility intentions in mainland China. However, in rural areas, women holding more egalitarian
gender-role ideology have lower fertility intentions. The paper is the first to empirically test the gender equity
theory in contemporary China. We also discuss how the profound social changes and economic transitions
ongoing in China contributes to the U-shaped relationship.

Analysis on the Woman's Role in Aging and Low Fertility Rate in Contemporary China
Rui Li, Kyushu University
ABSTRACT: China’s market Reform and Opening-Up Policy (1978) have resulted in the increasing
participation of the female labor force; the One-child Policy and Marriage Law also contribute on liberating
women from reproductive labor work. However, recent discussions in Chinese media, changes in policy (Twochild Policy) and president Xi’s speech (2013) seems to lead a trend of pushing women back to family sphere
which is to take the responsibility of caring. Although women gain a rich diversity of attentions and treatment,
people are more concerned about female obtained, and ignored their hard working and pressure. This
research is framed by the hypothesis that woman plays an important role in solving low TFR and population
aging in contemporary China. Within this framework, I take a look at the TFR in Asia to discuss about the
influence of family plan policy in Asia. Later I come up with four Hypothesizes to demonstrate the relationship
between women’s role and aging and low fertility rate. The data I adopted is CGSS 2012. There are three key
dependent variables in this study: 1) Fertility willingness: a continues variable, refers to how many children
you want to give birth to without restriction of the policy. 2) Old age care dependency: a dummy variable, who
should be responsible of old age care? children or the other options (government, old people themselves or by
all three parties) 3) Old age care provider: a dummy variable, who should provide help when it is needed for
caring the old? Family member or the others (government, NPOs or charged service agency/individual). The
findings are first, child is for women, elderly is for family; second, positive interactive relationship between
willingness to support the old and the number of children they would give birth to.
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Economic Insecurity and Mental Health: Evidence from Hong Kong
Jia Miao*, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Xiaogang Wu, International Chinese Sociological Association
ABSTRACT: Understanding the role of pensions in quality of life has become increasingly important in an
era of rapid population aging. However, our knowledge of mental health consequences of long-term exposure
to economic insecurity caused by insufficient retirement protection remains circumscribed. Hong Kong
provides a unique setting to examine this topic because of its strong advocate in the free market economy and
the absence of universal pension scheme. This study investigates the association between economic insecurity
caused by the lack of pension schemes and mental health (cognitive function and psychological distress)
amongst older workers aged 45 and above in Hong Kong. Using baseline and the latest wave of data from
Hong Kong Panel Study of Social Dynamics (HKPSSD) spanning eight years and multivariate linear regression,
this paper finds that the older workers who reported economic insecurity in the baseline survey reported lower
cognitive scores and a higher level of psychological distress eight years later. The association between longterm exposure to economic insecurity and mental health is stronger among lower-income and close-toretirement older workers. The findings suggest that a universal public pension scheme may contribute to the
economy in the long run by saving healthcare expenditures and extending the working lives of older workers.

Disparities in Subjective Well-being: Political Status, Urban-Rural Divide and Cohort
Dynamics in China, 2003-15
Huiquan Zhang*, University of Sasaktchewan
Jing Hu
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the disparities in subjective well-being, operationalized as happiness, in
China. Based on the Chinese General Social Survey (2003-15), a nation-wide repeated cross-sectional dataset,
our hierarchical linear models reveal how political status (Chinese Communist Party membership), urbanrural divide and cohort differences have shaped levels of happiness. Interestingly, the significance of political
status in shaping happiness varies profoundly across birth cohorts and locations of residence. Communist
Party members in rural areas have a considerable advantage over non-members in early cohorts (1910-45), but
this advantage gradually diminishes in later cohorts. Urban party members’ advantage keeps increasing up to
the cohort of 1955-65 but declines rapidly for later cohorts. Findings in this paper suggest that in the planned
economy, political status plays a central role in promoting subjective well-being, and the transition to a market
economy helps to reduce political disparities among younger, especially urban Chinese. The findings have
implications for studies of inequality, transitional economy and happiness.

Child Abuse as a Mediator of the Relationship Between Family Socioeconomic Status in
Childhood and Depression Among Chinese Older Adults
Chengcheng Liu, Huazhong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: Background: Previous studies have demonstrated that disadvantaged socioeconomic status
(SES) in childhood is related to depression among older adults. Nevertheless, the underlying pathways of
childhood SES on depression are unclear. In particular, child abuse as a long-term factor affecting depression
in the elderly was found in the prior study. In this essay, we assume that child abuse in the relationship
between SES and depression plays a mediator role. Methods: The current study is a secondary analysis of the
open-access data of the CHARLS survey associated with older adults’ life history in 2014 and 2015. 7,562
individuals who had answered the questions on depression symptoms were selected in the analysis. The
PROCESS macro for SPSS was used to test the mediational role of child abuse in the relationship between SES
in childhood and depression. Results: The results showed that the worse SES in childhood significantly
predicted child abuse. Then, child abuse, including sibling abuse (β 0.28, 95%CI 0.08-0.49), school violence
(β 0.34, 95%CI 0.14-0.54), and parental quarrel (β 0.20, 95%CI 0.07-0.34), significantly predicted the level of
depressive symptoms. After entering child abuse, childhood SES was less significantly associated with
depression (β 0.39, 95%CI 0.27-0.52). Furthermore, we calculated the indirect effect of childhood SES on
depression through child abuse. The results represented that childhood SES had a significant indirect effect on
depression through school violence (indirect effect = 0.02, 95%CI 0.01-0.04), sibling abuse (indirect effect =
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0.01, 95%CI 0.00-0.02), parental quarrel (indirect effect = 0.01, 95%CI 0.00-0.02). Conclusions: Child abuse
was shown to mediate the relationship between SES in childhood and depression. It means that childhood SES
has a significant effect on depression through sibling abuse, school violence and parental quarrel, while
parental violence and community violence do not play a mediating role. These findings represent that
psychological pathways for Chinese may be more complex than once thought. More applicable interventions
should be applied further for the development of mental health.

Adult Children’s Education and Career Achievement, Marriage Formation and Elderly
Parents’ Well-Being in China
Dan Chen, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Yuying Tong*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Family life course perspective stated that adult children’s success and problems are closely
linked to their parents’ well-being. Previous studies have tested this in Western setting with two main
approaches: one is exposure approach and the other is cumulative approach. Drawing on exposure and
cumulative approaches and China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS), we study this in
Chinese context by examining adult children’s marriage formation and education/career achievement on
elderly parental depressive and life satisfaction. We found that rural elderly parental well-being is more
influenced by adult children’ marriage formation than their urban counterparts, which is particularly true in
their depressive symptoms. Education and career achievement of adult children are beneficial to elderly
parental psychological well-being in both rural and urban sample. Adult children’s success or failure on elderly
parents’ life satisfaction is more relevant to rural people. Next step, we will use the panel data to examine
whether the relationship is causal.
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Measuring the Effect of Homeownership on Socioeconomic Status Attainment in PostReform China
Dong Wang, University of Hong Kong
Shenjing He*, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: China’s land and housing reforms have significantly increased private home ownership and the
general housing quality over the last three decades. Nevertheless, the intensifying socio-spatial differentiation
and residential segregation are now pandemic in urban China. Modernization theory provides profound
insights into the dynamics of social group formation and conceptualizes the stratification system in modern
society. It argues for increasing social mobility in modern society, compared to pre-industrial society, with
movement upward more common than downward. This paper investigates the influence of housing
segregation on social status attainment in contemporary urban China, building upon the modernization theory.
Using 2015 China Household Finance Survey data, we examine and expand Blau and Duncan’s conceptual
model of socioeconomic attainment. There are two major objectives to be achieved in this paper: 1) to test the
Blau and Duncan’s model in the context of modern China’s urban settings. 2) to investigate the relative
importance of homeownership and household finance in influencing the attainment of residents’ social status.
We hypothesize Blau and Duncan’s model is valid in explaining individual individuals’ social status attainment
in urban China. Further, considering the importance of homeownership in Chinese cities and its direct
linkages to urban opportunities such as better education and security, homeowner dummy, type of houses,
property rights and finance variables are also important factors in explaining individual’s social status. Socioeconomic implications and policies recommendation will be discussed to foster debates towards sustainable
future of urban lives.

Extending State Infrastructural Power into Neighbourhoods: Governing Homeowners’
Associations in Urban Guangzhou
Rong Cai*, University of Hong Kong
Shenjing He, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: This article examines the extension of state infrastructural power in urban China by exploring
how it internalises the homeowner association (HOA), a newly established civic organisation that looks after
the interests of homeowners in private residential neighbourhoods. Based on an empirical research in
Guangzhou since 2012, this study has unveiled three components of the infrastructural power that are
employed by Chinese governments for the control of HOAs: (1) organisational penetration; (2) the outcomebased registration system; and (3) process supervision, based on a strategy of “beating the dog before the lion”.
This study enriches Mann’s conceptual framework of infrastructure power through its close scrutiny of the
roles of different levels of government, and updates our understanding of the dynamic state-society
interactions at the conjuncture of economic liberation and political domination.

A Room of One’s Own?: Gender Differences in Home Ownership in Urban China
Meng Chen*, Shanghai University
Fangfang Yu, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: Housing has been an eye-catching topic since the housing reform started in 1998. Despite the
rising scholarly attention to housing inequality, a gender perspective has been missing in the existing
literature. Based on four rounds of the CGSS data (2010, 2012, 2013, and 2015), this study investigates gender
differences in home ownership and how it may affected by various socio-economic and demographic
characteristics. Compared with men, women’s home ownership tends to be associated with their class of origin,
with particular reference to advantaged origin classes. In addition, personal socio-economic achievement,
such as income, shows a weaker impact on women’s home ownership than men’s. Revealing the profound
gender differences in home ownership in urban China, this study argues that gender inequality in wealth may,
in turn, exert a detrimental effect on the power relationship within families.
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Parental Impact on the Transition to Homeownership in Urban China
Ang Yu, Stanford University
ABSTRACT: This article aims to investigate the influence of parental SES and wealth on offspring's housing
status in urban China. Several unique advantages of CFPS are exploited to show not only the differential
likelihood but also the varying timing of making the transition to becoming an owner. As one’s transition from
renting to owning is only observable when she becomes independent of parents, event history models with the
presence of nonrandom sample selection are used to account for the structure of the data and reveal the
corresponding social process. This article has two aspects of contributions. It is part of the growing literature
on the pattern of wealth accumulation and its intergenerational transfers. Moreover, it has methodological
contributions to the research on life course transitions that are conditional on the occurrence of some other
transitions.

Result-Oriented: An Analysis of Housing Investment under the Housing Purchase Quota
Policies
Yini Shi, Hohai University
ABSTRACT: House investors/speculators are often described as "black sheep" that should take the
responsibility for the rise of house prices and the recession of the real economy in mainland China. However,
the voice of house speculators, which is usually neglected, is rarely being taken into consideration by
researchers both inside and outside of Sociology. The core question to be answered in this study is how does
housing investment under the house purchase quota policies be possible in China. Based on the participatory
observations and in-depth interviews with 22 house investors, and interviews with staffs of development
enterprises, banks and intermediary companies, this paper describes and illustrates the way in which
speculators buy and sell homes under the house purchase quota policies. Using the theory of Practice of Pierre
Bourdieu as a tool, this paper explores the Chinese understanding of regulation, power and order, as well as
the operating mechanism of China’s housing market. The analysis suggests that the house speculation is
neither a moral issue, nor a simple economic issue. There exists front and back stage in China's housing
market: a series of purchase quota policies in the official documents lie in the front stage, while the house
speculators, real estate developers and agents of governments, banks, escrow companies cooperate in the back
stage; the universal standard of the policies gives the housing market a legitimacy, while the backstage
guarantees the reproduction of the existing social class. The paper argues that without the tacit cooperation of
government, developers, banks, escrow companies, real estate speculation is almost impossible. In the hidden
chains of profit, the house speculator is not an absolute winner, on the contrary, as an anchor man, he is at a
relative disadvantage in the risk of social redistribution. The logic of action displayed by speculators in the
process, that is, valuing the results and motives more than the process or methods used, is also found in the
actions of the agents of other Chinese organizations, which is believed to be based on Confucianism. This
conclusion provides a new perspective for rethinking the phenomenon of house investment/speculation and
also provide empirical and theoretical foundations for further regulating housing market order and adjusting
housing policies.
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Living with Grandparents: The Effects of Co-resident Grandparents on Children’s
Educational Achievement
Yuxiao Wu, Nanjing University
ABSTRACT: The Chinese societies are suitable contexts for examining the grandparent’s effects on
grandchildren’s outcomes since three generation families are prevalent and grandparents caring for
grandchildren are an increasingly common experience for many families in both urban and rural China (Chen
et al. 2011). Although significant effects of grandparents on children’s outcomes has been detected by prior
studies, knowledge about the mechanisms by which grandparents exert on grandchildren is still limited.
Departing from previous literature, the current study explores how and why co-resident grandparents affect
grandchildren’s educational achievement by analyzing a national representative dataset for junior high school
students in China (Chinese Education Panel Survey). We find that co-resident grandparents have significant
positive effect on children’s educational performance (measured by students’ cognitive ability, mid-term test
scores, and self-rated ranking within the classroom), even after controlling for parents’ various characteristics
and taking into account of potential selection processes of living with grandparents. We also find that the
effects of co-resident grandparents are contingent on family socioeconomic status and family structure. The
effects of grandparents are higher for children from low SES families or children from single parents.
Borrowing the social capital theory proposed by Coleman (1988), we suggest that living with grandparents
may facilitate social capital within family and social capital outside of the family (both for children and their
parents) that are conducive to children’s educational performance in schools. Results from descriptive
statistics show that, students living with grandparent(s) have better relationship with parents and peers, and
have advantages of non-cognitive skills compared with those not living with grandparents. Moreover, our
multivariate analyses demonstrate that, after including various measures of social capital, nearly half of the
effects of co-resident grandparents had been accounted for.

Coresidence and Subjective Well-being of Young Adults in Cross-cultural Comparison
Bernhard Nauck, Chemnitz University of Technology
Qiang Ren*, Peking University
ABSTRACT: Living alone, with parents and especially living with in-laws in the transition to adulthood is
framed quite differently in bilinear, neolocal kinship cultures than in patrilineal, patrilocal cultures and thus
should result in different levels of well-being. Based on data from panel studies, the paper analyzes the level
and changes of subjective well-being of adolescents in the age bracket between 16 and the age of 35 in various
types of household composition in a cross-cultural comparative perspective with panel studies from 5 societies.
Entering into a nuclear household of procration resulted in a strong increase of well-being in the United States,
a small increase in Taiwan and Mainland China, but in a strong decrease in Japan. Whereas in-law- and
lineage-extensions did not have different effects in the United States, the in-law extension decreased wellbeing more in Japan, whereas the reverse was true for Mainland China. Entering into an extended household
with in-laws in the transition to adulthood decreased only the well-being of young men in the United States,
but increased it for young women in Taiwan and especially for young men in Mainland China.

Young Adults’ Out-Migration and Health Inequality among Older Parents in Rural China
Zhen Liu, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: China is aging at an unprecedented rate. Meanwhile, massive rural-to-urban migration has
changed living arrangements of rural households. Due to the strict household registration system, the rural
elderly are often not able to move to cities with their migrant children while remain highly dependent on their
children for economic and health-care support. Using the 2011–2015 China Health and Retirement Study,
this paper aims to examine how out-migration of young adult children affect rural elderly parents’ well-being
in terms of both self-reported health and depressive symptoms, after controlling for selection of migration and
community-level factors. Results based on multilevel models suggest that having all children being migrant is
associated with higher risk of depression and poor health among rural elderly in China, even after controlling
for baseline health and psychological wellbeing status, particularly among rural elderly males. Financial
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transfer from migrant children accounts for over half of the elderly’s financial assets, and it is associated with
improved self-reported health and lower odds of depression among rural older parents, but it still does not
take away all the potential negative impacts of out-migration on their older parents. Community-level elderlyfriendly services and facilities such as availability of elderly activity center, organization for helping elderly,
elderly association and nursing homes are found to have a modest moderating effect for reducing the negative
impact of out-migration of young adults on the psychological well-being of rural elderly left behind, but the
effect of social safety programs such as subsidy for the elderly is found to be minimal, partially due to the low
coverage of those social safety net programs as well as the very small amount of subsidies provided among
poorer rural communities. Also, rural elderly left-behind in rural communities with high prevalence of outmigration are faced with double disadvantage: Not only are they more likely to have poor health and worse
psychological well-being due to poor economic conditions in those communities, they are also more likely to
suffer from having all of their children migrating away due to poor economic conditions and higher outmigration prevalence in those communities.

Effect of Grandparents’ Educational Attainments on Children’s Educational Outcomes
Xiaohan Li, Peking University
ABSTRACT: To provide vital insights into how advantages and disadvantages of the family are passed to the
descendants, this paper focuses on multigenerational effect. In China, grandparents have more opportunities
to exert influence on children in the family. Using data from the 2014 China Family Panel Studies, this paper
investigates whether there is a direct effect of grandparents’ educational attainments on children’s educational
outcomes within Chinese context with the structural equation model. The results show that years of schooling
(measured by the highest between the couple) of both paternal and maternal grandparents have no
independent effect on grandchildren’s cognitive test scores. However, when years of schooling of grandfathers
and grandmothers are separately put into the model, paternal grandmothers’ education have positive effect on
grandchildren’s cognitive scores. Besides, the correlation between educational attainments of the second
generation and educational outcomes of the third generation is generally weaker than the transmission degree
between educational attainments of the first generation and that of the middle generation.
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Bureaucratic Slack in China: Anti-Corruption and the Decline of the Social-Relation-Based
Development Strategy
Peng Wang, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: This article presents a qualitative empirical study of the impact of corruption and anticorruption on the efficiency of Chinese bureaucracy in developing the economy. Drawing on 39 in-depth
interviews and 98 days of participant observation, it investigates the significance of extravagant positionrelated consumption in personalizing bureaucratic ties and mobilizing resources for development. The article
coins the term ‘social-relation-based development strategy’ to describe the pragmatic use of personalized
bureaucratic ties (patronage networks) to promote local economic growth. It then examines the causal link
between President Xi’s campaign against corruption and extravagance and the rise of bureaucratic slack in
local governments. The anti-extravagance campaign discourages local officials, who are motivated primarily
by the desire to avoid risk and ensure political survival, from using banquets and gift-giving to build patronage
networks, attract investment and mobilize development resources. The article concludes that corruption
contributes positively to the efficiency of fragmented Chinese bureaucracy, while anti-corruption compels
local cadres to develop a new coping strategy—bureaucratic slack for implementing policies and developing
local economies.

The Divergent Process of Economic Development on Chinese Political Trust at Central and
Local Levels
Jacqueline Chen Chen, South China Agricultural University
ABSTRACT: This study uses two waves of a national survey in China to determine a dual process of
economic development on Chinese political trust at the central and local levels. We identify two mechanisms
in this dual process to relate economic development and political trust. Accordingly, we apply the multi-level
mediation model to analyze the two mechanisms. The positive mechanism (i.e., improvement of living
standards) mainly upholds central government trust, whereas the negative mechanism (i.e., belief in privilegebased inequality) only undermines local government trust. The dual process of economic development on
political trust explains the hierarchical trust pattern in China under an emerging economy. Our analysis of
political trust also enables us to discuss the characteristics of political value among the contemporary rural
Chinese.

Urban Justice and Public Housing Provision in China: A Case Study of Housing Migrant
Workers in Chongqing
Ka Ling Cheung, University of Melbourne
ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the experience of public housing provision in China from the perspective
of urban justice. In recent years, China has implemented a series of housing reform policies to expand public
housing construction and to equalise public housing provision between local and non-local populations.
Recent trend in the Chinese housing policy demonstrates the government’s effort towards more equitable
urbanisation. Chongqing, whose public rental housing programme is more progressive among Chinese cities
in terms of its large-scale provision and granting migrants access to public housing provision, is selected as the
case study. The paper investigates whether there is an emergence of more just housing policies for migrant
workers in Chongqing. It first proposes an evaluative framework to conceptualize urban justice in public
housing provision in China. Building upon Fainstein’s formulation of the just city, which defines urban justice
in terms of equity, diversity and democracy, it employs these criteria of urban justice to housing policy. The
evaluative framework proposes a constellation of different features of public housing provision for evaluation.
It explores the public rental housing provision approach and its impact on the housing circumstances of
migrant workers in Chongqing. The findings advance the understanding of creating a more just city in China
and contribute policy insights for delivering more just housing policies. Key words: China, urban justice,
public rental housing.
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Workplace or Remuneration? Job Satisfaction of Inspectors in Hong Kong Police Force
Ka Ki Ho, Education University of Hong Kong
Kin Man Wan*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Yee Hang Wong, Education University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: This article examines job satisfaction among the inspector of the police force in Hong Kong. As
existing works mainly focus on how the workplace environment and collegiality affect the police’s job
satisfaction. However, the police inspector as a unique group of civil servants, which have certain high wage
and lesser front-line risk; the abovementioned factors may not determine their job satisfaction. Instead, this
paper argued that their job satisfaction is determined by the remuneration package due to 1999 civil servants
reform in Hong Kong, including housing benefits and retirement pension. The first-ever original survey data
with 200 respondents (about ten percent of the total strength of serving police inspector) is drawn from the
Hong Kong Police Inspector Association, which includes Probationary to Chief Inspectors. We find that 1)
inspector assumed office after civil servants reform and who are yet to allocate dormitory shared lower dorm
arrangement satisfaction; 2) officers who could not gather the first lump-sum for the home-purchase
mortgage, dissatisfied with dormitory arrangement and retirement package, and satisfied with remuneration
package before 1999 reform have lower job satisfaction. 3) We further find that the effects of the remuneration
package towards job satisfaction is partly mediated by family life satisfaction.
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Searching for Red Songs: The Politics of Revolutionary Nostalgia in Contemporary China
Shuanglong Li*, Guangzhou University
Yunsong Chen, Nanjing University
Fei Yan, Tsinghua University
ABSTRACT: Applying a novel approach based on online query volume data, this study provides the first
large-scale portrait of revolutionary nostalgia in China, undertaking an empirical analysis of how the aggregate
level of revolutionary nostalgia is shaped. For each Chinese province, we extract the overall frequency of
searches for red songs on Baidu, the most widely-used online search engine in China, to quantify the local level
of revolutionary nostalgia among the Chinese. The results from the dynamic panel data analysis (2008–2014)
using the Generalized Method of Moments indicate that the revolutionary nostalgia is significantly affected by
a set of socioeconomic determinants, including GDP per capita, income inequality, political development,
social development, and the degree of openness. We find that the evolving trends of nostalgia among the
provinces are similar but stratified, showing that nostalgia for Mao’s era results from a combination of
pervasive political power at all levels and the local social contexts.

Citizens’ Responsiveness to Electoral Mobilization under Authoritarianism: Evidence
from China’s Grassroots Election
Jun Fang*, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Ji Yeon (Jean) Hong, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Jane Zhang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
ABSTRACT: Why do citizens participate in authoritarian elections in which the winner is predetermined?
How do authoritarian leaders ensure that enough citizens will turn out in such an election? In this paper, we
examine what determines citizens’ responsiveness to electoral mobilization under an authoritarian regime by
studying the voting behavior of migrants in China’s grassroots election. We focus on migrants to understand
the logic of authoritarian mobilization, given that migrants have fewer incentives to voluntarily participate in
the grassroots election. Our preliminary results show that migrants who share local cultural traits, such as
dialect, are more likely to be mobilized to boost voter turnout. Employing data from the China Labor
Dynamics Survey (CLDS) conducted in 2012, we show that proficiency in local dialect significantly increases
migrant’s participation probability in a grassroots election. We confirm this finding through an instrumental
variable approach using the linguistic distance between migrant respondents’ native dialects and the local
dialect of the migrant-receiving area. Regarding the mechanism, our analyses suggest that local dialect
proficiency increases migrants’ turnout by enhancing their responsiveness to local cadres’ mobilization tactics
and by creating a perception of social connectedness; conversely, we reject the explanation rooted in channels
of communication. Our findings imply that street-level mobilization for authoritarian elections pertains to
various individual and social contexts, and is not necessarily implemented through coercion or material
clientelism.

Who Support Anti-Regime Protest and Civil Disobedience in China?
Kai Deng, National Tsinghua University
ABSTRACT: There were a few questions about the Hong Kong umbrella movement in 2015 survey of Chinese
netizens' social awareness. What factors affect Chinese netizens' support and opposition to the struggle under
the authoritarian regime? Why do so many people support the struggle, but they oppose the code of civil
disobedience, is it influenced by emotional factors? This paper attempts to examine the discussion of "party
logic" and "republic logic", and the relationship between emotions and social movements under authoritarian
regimes. I combine the 2015 China Comprehensive Social Change Survey (CGSS2015) with the 2015 China
Netizen Social Consciousness Survey,and use two-stage Heckman model to fixed non-random sample bias
because Internet usage is related to age and urban/rural.The model shows that the "party logic" still
overwhelm the "republic logic", CCP member is more likely to oppose democracy. The party organization's
absorption of talents and social penetration exceeds the border of regime. Secondly, the relationship between
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emotional factors and attitudes of protest has also been examined. It is not only between "non-democratic"
and "democratic", but also inside who holds democratic values. Their choices that whether or not support civil
disobedience, is significant based on the degree of dissatisfaction on the individual and the social status quo.
PS: The current version is in Chinese. The author will write up an English version on or before November 30.

Beyond the Patron-Client Relationship: Private Entrepreneur’s Political Entitlement and
Elastic Informal Capitalism in Post-socialist China
Chengzuo Tang, The University of Chicago
ABSTRACT: The conventional wisdom once claimed, for the capitalist transformation of socialist regime, the
market success of private entrepreneur is widely premised on decoupling from the bureaucratic authority. The
academic findings frequently demonstrated over the past decades, nevertheless, the rising economic elite in
transitional economy in fact largely relies on the political connection in pursuit of commercial benefit——
especially in its dominant form of the “patron-client” relationship between businessman and official on the
individual level. However, what if the private entrepreneur transcends the state-market boundary, attains the
institutional authority, and breeds the collective action for market profit in the formal policymaking process?
By addressing China’s distinctive experience of capitalism institutionalization among the major post-socialist
economies, this paper illustrates the empirical material and discusses the theoretical implication of the private
entrepreneur’s political entitlement in the formal institution——including People’s Congress (PC) and People’s
Political Consultative Conference (PPCC) in China’s sociopolitical system. It is contended that, faced with the
highly volatile and precarious market institution in a large-scale and rapid progress of social change, the
private entrepreneur is inherently incentivized to explore, experiment, and exhaust different types of
relational opportunity for market advancement, thus to adequately understand and explain why the economic
actor might even venture a stake in establishing the diverse connections with political power, as well as
organize strategically and act collectively in the policymaking domain, for its business purpose. In therefore
the seminal proposal of the “elastic capitalism” that aspires to provide a foundational alternative to
conceptualize the nature and character of post-socialist transitions, the paper discourses on its broader and
deeper intellectual revelation for the most relevant fields including transitional studies, authoritarian
literature, and development research. The mix-method analysis, including the quantitative investigation based
on a national survey project conducted from 1995 to 2010, and a series of case-specific examinations of the
business misconduct and malfeasance, is presented for some preliminary yet convincing pieces of evidence,
which addresses the private entrepreneur’s apparently increasing yet substantially unveiled role in the market
regulation, benefit allocation, and socioeconomic inequality in post-socialist China.
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Social Capital and Hukou System: Educational Inequality of Migrant Children in
Contemporary China
Gaoming Ma*, Zhejiang University
Qiaobing Wu, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
ABSTRACT: The educational inequality of migrant children is an important social problem in China. Current
literature mainly attribute the problem to the hukou system. We argue that migrant children’s vulnerability is
also due to the loss of social capital in receiving areas. Dependent on the China education panel survey and the
multilevel mediation model, we find that social capital significantly mediates the negative relationship
between children’s migration and their education against the background of the hukou system. The effect of
child-father interaction, however, is surprisingly different from that of child-mother interaction. Policy
implications for the educational development are discussed.

The Actual Logic and Dilemma in Policy Implementation for Migrant Children
Education—Case study of Shanghai Primary Schools
Dan Zhang, East China Normal University
ABSTRACT: While China has experienced unprecedented economic growth, with the increased population
flow, migrants have become another prominent group that suffers from social exclusion. This study aims to
explore the virtual effects and outcomes of national policies implementation regarding education of migrant
students in Shanghai, and to find how national policy formulating and goals to interpret and to implement in
local and school level? What is the status quo and real effects? Drawing data from migrant schools, it further
interpreted contexts of practices in virtual schools and demonstrated the dynamics and tensions between
national and local interests. This paper tried to adopt context of practice (Richard and Stephen 2017) and
place (Honig 2006) to explore the status quo, and to analyze the gap and conflict between policy making and
policy practice for migrant children in Shanghai, especially “placing” of schools, teachers and students in the
policy process. By utilizing Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts of cultural and social capital, field, and habitus, we also
try to answer how and why social background and social identity of migrant children influence their
educational experience and their social position in Shanghai. In order to answer these questions, we try to use
qualitative methods with semi-structured interviews (7 principals, 71 teachers and 69 students, selected by
gender, birth city, discipline, age, education, working experiences, etc) were adopted to gather data in the
selected 10 migrant schools of Shanghai, where enrolled 100% migrant children of subaltern social groups.
The further triangulated data from 100 classroom observations and document analysis. Our findings show
that according to local policy implementation, migrant children mostly located in the suburban and fringe
areas, especially placed in the migrant children schools, separating from local students. Then because of the
big differences among mandarin, Shanghai dialects and regional dialects, they stayed more with townsman
groups, and placing nearly the certain limited and subaltern areas with originally regional habitus and cultural
practice, like their eating habits and social network, etc, which are marginalized and excluded from the
Shanghai society. When we tried to explain these phenomenon, we find that firstly there exists big gap and
conflict between national policy making and local policy practice, which placed migrant children in the margin
of society; then their cultural practice and habitus separate them furtherly and reproduce differences in their
regular life through transmitting their migrant culture by peer selection and also “migrant teachers” in school,
etc.

The Impact of School Socioeconomic Composition on Educational Outcomes Among
Chinese Adolescents: Do Migrant Status and Gender Matter?
Jinho Kim*, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Biyang Sun, Chinese University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: Peer socioeconomic status (SES) composition is believed to influence students’ educational
outcomes. Students surrounded by a higher socioeconomic composition may yield higher academic
achievement because it creates (1) norms that promote learning and achievement, and (2) more access to and
sharing of resources for education. In this paper, we will examine whether peer SES composition has an
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impact on a variety of educational outcomes including school efforts, school problem, school attachment, test
scores, and educational expectations among Chinese adolescents. Using data from the China Educational
Panel Survey (CEPS), we will exploit the random assignment of children to classes in Chinese middle schools
to create plausibly exogenous variation in peer SES composition—i.e., proportion of classmates whose parents
are college educated. We cannot, however, assume contextual influences are a homogenous process. The
effects of peer SES composition on educational outcomes may differ across students with different social
backgrounds such as migrant status and gender due to potentially differential social processes involved in
both peer influence and academic progress. Therefore, we will further investigate whether the effect of peer
SES composition on educational outcomes differs between migrant and local Chinese students. Drawing on
the intersectionality framework, we will also explore whether migrant status and gender intersect to shape the
extent to which peer SES composition shapes the educational outcomes of Chinese youth. Our preliminary
findings suggest that in the CEPS data students are not sorted purposefully into particular class-level
characteristics within schools, and therefore, classmate SES composition in a given school-grade (our key
independent variable) is plausibly exogenous.

Self-Esteem of Rural-to-Urban Migrant Children in China
Bo Zhou, Sun Yat-sen University
ABSTRACT: In 2010, there were already over 35 million migrant children in China. CFPS data showed that
rural-to-urban migrant children had significantly lower self-esteem than urban-born children, but the
determinant factors are unclear. In this paper, using data from the 2002 China Nine-City Survey of Migrant
Children, I examine potential influential factors of migrant children's self-esteem. The results show that living
conditions, neighborhood conditions, school conditions and perceived discrimination are correlated with
Rosenberg self-esteem score of migrant children. These findings suggest that if local governments allow
migrants to benefit from resources now restricted to local Hukou holders, such as state-owned low-rent
apartments and public schools, rural-to-urban migrant children will have higher self-esteem. Key Words:
rural-to-urban migrant children, self-esteem
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Reinterpreting How and Why People Consume Counterfeit Fashion Products:
A Sociological Challenge to the Pro-Business Paradigm
Matthew M, Chew, Hong Kong Baptist University
ABSTRACT: Adopting a sociology of consumption perspective, this study critiques the dominant approach to
understanding the consumption of counterfeit fashion products (CFPs). It offers a critical, sociological, and
qualitative alternative to the pro-business, psychologistic, and positivistic paradigm. For the sake of
substantiating intellectual property rights claims, the pro-business paradigm presumes that the consumption
of CFPs is largely driven by consumers’ pursuit of social status and/or fashionability. This study analyzes six
alternative and unexplored ways of consuming CFPs. I analyze why, how, and on moral grounds people
consume CFPs in these manners. Data were collected from seven Chinese cities between 2008 and 2012. In
the first phase, I interviewed over 200 individuals who consume CFPs in unfamiliar ways, working
hermeneutically between theoretical interpretation and data collection to delineate several ideal-typical ways
of consuming CFPs. The second phase consisted of multiple-session intensive interviews with 31 main
informants and participant observation with six informants.

Moralizing Consumption through Practice: The Pursuit of “the Good Life” through Dress
Consumption in Post-Socialist China and Romania
Tommy Tse*, University of Hong Kong
Iulia Gheorghiu, University of Hong Kong
ABSTRACT: The cultural turn has ushered in the age of a masterful consumer who played with symbolic
meanings and cultural interpretation while constantly engaging in identity construction. Its successor, the
practice turn, proposes an understanding of consumption as rooted in routines and habits, in the mundane
dimensions of everyday consumption rather than in choosing, decision making and symbolic display. While
the former’s emphasis on individual choice has posed conceptual problems for social scientific analysis, the
latter offers only partial methodological and theoretical solutions in the study of consumption. The data
covering the Chinese part of the study was obtained by employing focus group interviews with 25 informants,
understanding these presumably well informed, educated, and relatively more sophisticated consumers’
perception and habitual experience of dress consumption within their social circles. The Romanian data is
part of a broader research study on the morality of dress in Romania that consisted of a total of 80 in-depth
interviews and 11 months of non-participant observation between 2013-2014. Across a broad scope of topics
discussed during the individual and focus group interviews and non-participant observation, we focus on (i)
the ideological, moral and practical concerns deployed in and through clothing consumption to achieve a good
life; and (ii) the situatedness of moral consumption within broader political, economic and cultural contexts.
Representative quotes labelled with the gender and pseudonyms of the respondents were codified, selected
and presented in explaining the results. This paper argues that, rather than treating the culturalist and
practice theoretical approaches as successive stages in the understanding of consumption, they are
indispensable for a comprehensive understanding of consumption practices. Our argument centres on an
exploration of how routine dress practices in post-socialist China and Romania are imbued with moralized
notions of the good life, a social construct informed by broader cultural, economic, moral and political
repertoires, demonstrating how the concept is constitutive of and orientates actors’ pursuit of a socially
sanctioned form of selfhood.

Unifying Prosperity or Segregated Heterogeneity?
An Inquiry Into Consumption Practices of Leisure and Appearance in China
Langyi Tian*, Columbia University
Auré
lien Boucher, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
ABSTRACT: This paper investigates into the potential divergence of leisure and physical appearance
consumption practices, and its relevance with social distinctions and structural factors in China. Utilizing a
longitudinal observation from China Family Panel Studies (CFPS), the authors first illustrate an overall
growing trend of entertainment and appearance consumption, which is nevertheless supported by only a small
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population fraction. Next, differentiating factors of these consumption are examined, highlighting relevant
social constraints. Reassessing excess attention paid to the emerging consumer culture, the authors integrate
not only the middle class but also other social groups to depict a full picture of stratified consumption in
contemporary China.

An Alternative Model for Artistic Autonomy
Linzhi Zhang, University of Cambridge
ABSTRACT: Given the deep economic entanglement between the for-profit and non-profit sectors in the art
world, it is commonly assumed that the two are overlapped in their selection of artists. Drawing upon data of
1,525 exhibitions between 2010 and 206 retrieved from 43 major exhibition spaces of contemporary art in
China, I test this hypothesis of overlap. I deploy simple statistical comparison, as well as social network
analysis. I discover that this hypothesis of overlap can only be partially accepted. Unlike the organisational
sociologists who argue for an autonomy of museums in their similar observations about American art
museums, I propose an alternative model for artistic autonomy. In this model, the market demand and artistic
merits are reconciled on the level of both practices and consciousness.

"Emotional Labor"—an Empirical Study on the Productive Behavior of Fans
Tingting Li, Shanghai University
ABSTRACT: With the development of Internet technology and the advent of web 2.0 era, the productivity of
fans has gradually gained attention. Fans' productive behaviors that are not aimed at economic gains are
called "prosumption" by some scholars and "free labor" by others. From preference perspective, fans’
productive behaviors reveal two kinds of preferences: “altruistic preference” and “emotional preference”. This
article argues that "emotional preference" is more helpful in analyzing fans’ productive behavior. Hence I
define fans as "emotional labors." This work focuses on how “emotion” affects fans’ productive behaviors.
During a two-year investigation, I conducted participatory observation of four fan clubs and organized semistructured interviews with 48 fans. Those interviewees are fans of entertainment celebrities, which seems to
have a limited sample representativeness. Nevertheless, from the perspective of “emotional labor”, fans of
entertainment celebrities are quite typical. This paper is based on the theory of bounded rationality. I assume
that fans’ decisions are constrained by their cognitive and computing abilities. The article divides fans’
productive behaviors into two types; one is non-technical production and the other is technical production.
Non-technical production has a feature of routinization and is more organized. For non-technical behaviors, I
analyze an empirical phenomenon: Why and under what circumstances do fans produce discourse and
behaviors that contradict mainstream ideology? I find that because of long time experience in fans club, fans
are trained to form a set of procedural reaction to classify and process events. This routinization mechanism
continuously strengthens itself under the repeated stimulation of context and the propaganda of the fans club.
As a result, fans will form a “stress reaction” without rational analysis. Towards negative events, a “victim”
response will emerge quickly. Interestingly, “victim” response is not only towards the audience who attack
their stars, but also towards the staff (including the capitalists) who work for the celebrities. Fans’ technical
production are influenced by the level of systematization. This paper finds that the creativity of small group
fans is stronger than the creativity of big club fans and individual fans. This is because fans’ productive
behaviors need emotional support, and large groups work in a more routinized way. This paper reveals that
the “emotional” factors may generate a different outcome through traditional production mechanisms (such as
routinization and systematization). There are two implications. Routinized behavior of “emotional labor” may
lead to unintended consequences; this may bring out new values or preferences due to the self-reinforcing
mechanism. The unintended consequences can be destructive; but under certain conditions, they can also
motivate innovations (such as fans’ participation in the production and creation of arts).
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Guangzhou University

WU, Xiaogang

YANG,
Shuangshuang
YE, Chenchen

ht.wei1990@gmail.com

xiaofan921@outlook.com
1045150178@qq.com

Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology

dxu@connect.ust.hk

Tsinghua University

xuhongzhi666@163.com

Yunnan University

qinghongxu18@gmail.com

Zhejiang University

yuqiong0609@hotmail.com

2.2

Student

Shanghai University

sophiayeungss@163.com

3.5

Student
Associate
Professor
Student
Assistant
Professor

Nanjing University

yccnevergiveup@163.com

Sun Yat-sen University

soc.hua.ye@gmail.com

Stanford University

angyu@stanford.edu

Peking University

yujiaruc@gmail.com

YE, Hua

3.2, 4.3

YU, Ang

4.5

YU, Jia

2.5, 4.3
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ZENG, Donglin

2.3

Student

ZHAN, Shaohua

2.1

Assistant
Professor

ZHANG, Dan

5.4

Lecturer

ZHANG, Linzhi
ZHANG, Tony
Huiquan

5.5

Student
Assistant
Professor

4.4

ZHANG, Zhanxin

2.1, 5.2

ZHANG, Zhuoni

5.4

ZHAO, Menghan

4.3

ZHAO, Ming

2.5

ZHAO, Xiaohang

2.5, 4.2

ZHAO, Yizhang

1.3

ZHENG, Bingdao

1.2

ZHENG, Hao

4.2

ZHOU, Bo

Professor
Assistant
Professor
Postdoc
Fellow
Research
Assistant
Student
Postdoc
Fellow
Assistant
Professor
Senior
Associate

5.4
Plenary
Session
II, 1.1
1.5

Professor

ZHU, Bowen

1.3

ZHU, Ying

2.2

ZHOU, Min
ZHOU, Tianyue

Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology
Nanyang Technological
University
East China Normal
University
University of Cambridge
University of
Saskatchewan
Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences
City University of Hong
Kong
Renmin University of
China
Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology
Chinese University of
Hong Kong

dzengaa@connect.ust.hk
shzhan@ntu.edu.sg
dzhang@kcx.ecnu.edu.cn
lz337@cam.ac.uk
tzhang@stmcollege.ca
zhangzx@cass.org.cn
zhzhni@gmail.com
sophiezhaomh@gmail.com
mz1683@nyu.edu
xiaohangzhao510@gmail.com

University of Oxford

yizhang.zhao@spi.ox.ac.uk

Fudan University

bingdaozheng@gmail.com

New York University
Shanghai
Sun Yat-sen University

hz604@nyu.edu
zhoubo1988120@126.com

University of California,
Los Angeles

mzhou@soc.ucla.edu

Student

Zhejiang University

terryjoe@zju.edu.cn

Student

Wuhan University

zhubowen92@126.com

Shanghai University

julia.zhu.zj@me.com
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USEFUL INFORMATION
TRANSPORTATION
From the Airport
Public transportation in Hong Kong is very efficient. Getting to HKUST from the Hong
Kong International Airport by bus, MTR metro, or taxi, is as accessible as it is to go by car.
1) By Airport Bus
You may take the Airport Bus A22 to Lam Tin and then take a taxi to HKUST. The total
traveling time is approximately 90 minutes with a total charge of HKD 120.
Or you may take the Airport Bus A29 to Po Lam and then take a taxi to HKUST. The total
traveling time is approximately 80 minutes with a total charge of HKD 100.
Please visit the bus company website for the most updated
information: http://www.nwstbus.com.hk/.
2) By Mass Transit Railway (MTR) – The metro in Hong Kong
You may take the Mass Transit Railway (MTR) from the Airport by Airport Express, and
then interchange at Tsing Yi station, Lai King station and Prince Edward station to reach
Choi Hung station along Kwun Tong Line. The Choi Hung MTR station is one of the closest
ones to the University, and you can board a bus or taxi (details below) to the main entrance
of HKUST. The total traveling time is approximately 90 minutes with a total charge of HKD
80.
A system map is available on MTR
website: http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/services/system_map.html.
3) By Taxi
Taxis are easily available from the airport. You may expect to pay approximately HKD 300380 for the journey. Note that only HK dollars will be accepted by your driver. The taxi
drop-off point on campus is near the red sundial at the North Entrance. For heading to IAS,
you may use the map of driving route to IAS (download here) to give the taxi driver
directions. For on-campus housing destinations, please ask the security guard at the main
gate for directions.
Upon request, taxi pick-up service can be arranged for you from the airport to the HKUST
campus. A taxi driver will greet you at the designated arrival hall of your flight at the Hong
Kong International Airport. Should you need pick-up service, please inform us at least three
working days before your arrival. This service is subject to availability.
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From Downtown
The nearest MTR stations to the University are Choi Hung (Kwun Tong Line) and Hang
Hau (Tseung Kwan O Line). You can then take a bus or minibus to the main entrance of
HKUST. A stored-value electronic card, Octopus card is widely accepted for bus and
minibus fares. Please kindly check the details in
http://www.octopus.com.hk/get-your-octopus/choose-your-octopus/on-loanoctopus/standard-octopus/en/index.html
1) By Bus
Bus No.

91

91M

792M

From

Via

To

Diamond Hill MTR Station
(Exit C2)

• Choi Hung MTR Station
(Exit C2)
• HKUST (South Entrance)

Clear Water Bay

Clear Water Bay

• HKUST (North Entrance)
• Choi Hung MTR Station

Diamond Hill MTR Station

Diamond Hill MTR Station
(Exit C2)

• Choi Hung MTR Station
(Exit C2)
• HKUST (North Entrance)

Po Lam MTR Station

Po Lam MTR Station (Exit B1)

• HKUST (South Entrance)
• Choi Hung MTR Station

Diamond Hill MTR Station

Tseung Kwan O MTR Station
(Exit A1)

• Tiu King Leng MTR Station
(Exit A1)
• HKUST (North Entrance)

Sai Kung

2) By Minibus
Minibus
No.

From

Via

To

Choi Hung MTR Station (Exit C1)

HKUST (North
Entrance)

Hang Hau MTR Station

Hang Hau MTR Station (Exit B1)

HKUST (South
Entrance)

Choi Hung MTR Station

11

11M
12

Sai Kung
Po Lam
HKUST (South Entrance)

104

Kwun Tong
Choi Hung MTR Station (Exit C1)

1S

HKUST (North
Entrance)

Hang Hau MTR Station (Exit B1)

Sai Kung

HKUST (North
Entrance)
Ngau Tau Kok MTR Station
(Exit A)
HKUST (North
Entrance)

Po Lam
Sai Kung
Kwun Tong
HKUST (South
Entrance)
Sai Kung
Choi Hung MTR Station

Operates between 12:30 am and 2:30 am daily
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11S

Choi Hung MTR Station (Exit C1)

HKUST (North Entrance)

Po Lam

Po Lam

HKUST (South Entrance)

Choi Hung MTR Station

Operates between 12:00 am and 5:00 am daily

3) By Taxi
Taxis provide the simplest way to get to the University, and are easily available at any MTR
station, from hotels and most areas of Hong Kong. The taxi drop-off point on campus is
near the red sundial at the North Entrance. For heading to IAS, you may use the map of
driving route to IAS (download here) to give the taxi driver directions. For on-campus
housing destinations, please ask the security guard at the main gate for directions.
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ACCOMMODATION
Recommended On-campus Accommodation
We have recommended an on-campus hotel, Conference Lodge, that offers discounted
rates to conference participants on a first-come, first-served basis. Hotel rates are HKD
850 per night. We have reserved a limited number of single rooms, so in order to get
this rate, you need to confirm your attendance by Nov 14, 2018 (Wed). In order to
guarantee the booking, please provide your credit card information (Visa or Master only).
Due to the group booking policy, reservation CANNOT be changed or cancelled once it has
been made. For any change or cancellation, hotel may reserve the right to charge the guest
for cancelled/ reduced room night revenue.
Contact
Li Dak Sum Yip Yio Chin Kenneth Li Conference Lodge,
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology,
Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
t: +852 3701 8888 f: +852 3701 8889
http://www.conferencelodge.hk/en/
Recommended Off-campus Accommodation
Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Kowloon East
Address: Tower 4, 3 Tong Tak Street, Tseung Kwan O
Hotel Rating: 5 stars
Location: Tseung Kwan O (10 min ride from HKUST campus)
URL: https://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/gb/en/hong-kong/hkgtk/hoteldetail
Holiday Inn Express Hong Kong Kowloon East
Address: Tower 5, 3 Tong Tak Street, Tseung Kwan O
Hotel Rating: 3 stars
Location: Tseung Kwan O (10 min ride from HKUST campus)
URL: http://www.ihg.com/holidayinnexpress/hotels/us/en/hong-kong/hkgke/hoteldetail
Getting to Holiday Inn Express Hong Kong Kowloon East / Crowne Plaza Hong
Kong Kowloon East from Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA)
Single taxi journey from HK International Airport to hotels costs around HK$315,
and it takes around 45 minutes to 1 hour.
Getting to HKUST from Holiday Inn Express Hong Kong Kowloon East /
Crowne Plaza Hong Kong Kowloon East
By taxi (estimated traveling time is 10 minutes and the fare is about HKD60. Only
Hong Kong dollars will be accepted. Click here for more information for taxi driver's
reference.)
By bus no. 792M (estimated traveling time is 20-25 minutes and the fare is about
HKD7. Please tender exact fare.)
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NOTES
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